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ABSTRACT

Johannesburg, like many other major cities in Third 'd\forld nations is facing major urban influx .: This

urban influx is causing extreme pressure on the existing social and economic fabric. This in tum has

resulted in fmgrrlentation on a number of different lel(';ls - sociat, political, economic and physical.

The spatial organisation of the city appears to be incapable of coping V\ml Ihis fragmentation. The

means or method needs to btl discovered \\"1ere the fragrnen!'.ld elements of tile city can be reunited

and absorbed into Ih...(.,h}' system.

This dissertation seeks to discover how the dichotomy of first world settlement and third world

settlement can be resolved using tools, eltner yet to be discovered. or already inherently Vvithinthe

system. It seeks to understand the relatloashlp between the eXisting urban economy and social

structures and the new informal economy and social structures that re emerging. What is the

common element that binds these diverse aspects toqerher into something that creates a new urban

core.

While the third world cities are made up of remarkably diverse ex-colonial and neo-colonial

populations, there is a certain commor.alily lhat binds them all together. The cornmonallty that binds

all of these mlts together is the requirement for public transpnrtation. It is perhaps this element thai

is the uniting factor in addressing the fragmentation, rather than broad brush first mrld

masterplannlnq. The problem w.!h fragmentstion is not only Mat causes fragmentc:tion. but Mat are

the basic elements that allO'''Ieither the reintegration of Ihis fragmented element of society to become

par! of Ihe clty itself, or a recognition of Mich elements do not need to be integrated, but by their

isolation create yet another energy Vvithinthe city.

With the extremely rapid rate Ihat urbanisation is occurring, and the pace at V\.nichpeople are moving

into the cities, levels of accessibility need to be resolved extremely quickly. Informal trading, as IlVeIl

as illicit trading is rapidly escalatlnq out of control. A common purpose or duality of purpose needs to

be discovered in order to integrate the new dynamics of the city into a single purpose, or at least a

purpose that has sufficient overlaps to allow for general consensus, The intention is to learn from

other precedents, rather than by attempting to reinvent the Meel.
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1. PART ON::' PR0£LEM STATEMENT AND SCOPE

Seveml Firs! World cities have suffered major ir.; • "; of people - p;imarily because colonial

powers have finally relinquished control to the indigen::;us population, and are faced \Mlh the

resultant flow 01 people to the 'mother country' in order to secure enucation, etc. Prime

examples of (his have oeen Mocarnbique, Angola, Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) and the Easl Indies,

These immigrants - or nationals - have set up enclaves in the mother countries vAlere they

can. These enclaves have attempt: J (a emulate the culture and building form of the mother

country devetoplnq mini towns \Mthin cities, In a large number of situations however, this has

resulted in a ghetto type situation, and a population fragmented both in culture and spatial

understanding.

1.1 : 'TRODUCTION

"Explosive population growth and a torrent of rnlgratlon from the countryside are creating

cities that dwarf the great capitals of the past. £,y the tum of the century, there \Mil be 21

meqacities vvith populations Or 10 million or more. Of these, 1ft ~-',m PU :0 ueveloplnq

countries in<:luding some of the poorest nations of the IMlrld. Some of Africa's cities are

gravving by 10,4% per annum - the sVviftest rate of urbanisation ever recorded". (Time

Magazine Jan 1993 - pg 27)

It IS Important to understand the underlying principles and systems that are involved in the

{]lUwth 01 these cities Can City and Urban Design address this rapid urbanisation and

lJfOV";!'I, or are SOrTlP new principles and design guides required to understand this

phenomenon? The development of cities in the 'third' world has developed unique

cnaractenstlcs and side effects,

~e

1,,;,1'),';£

I 1 2 TillS (lIs,;ur!a!Joll sets out to explore the causes of fragmentation, the types of fragmentation,

<lml the ljpveloping clues that have apparently resolved the conflict, and to apJ?iy those

lessons throuqh comparative analysis, to Johanncsnurq. Given the different types of

fragmentation, namely physical, political. social and econcmlc, it ls rot the intention to restrict

the dissertation to anyone area in Johannesburg, but rather to the specific area in \\t1;oh the

phenomena of fragmentation and lack of access occurs. For the purposes of this document,

rl.;l.~I"Ill

~.,.. 'lJ\ /:::_;::~;.::::;:'d ~\""-,,,,~_""';'~ 1./':-"/ '" 1'~"":;'"_,.'W \ .
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1 1 1 Tile Thinj World is a complex melting pot of different cultures facing many problems.

Problems 01 r iajor urbanisation, formal and informal economies and problems of scarce

,;!<:()UrCI!S,!"csllilir~n in the fragmentation of the cities. This fragmentation has posed a

piobiem for urban desiqners How does an urban des;Hner pian for and cope >Mtll the

1I;',}llu'nl:!tron? How do you design a robust Irarneworx that addresses the formal sector as

v'JI'lIa'; !Jiving access to tile informal one,

CtS'~
(CArlI

C;OO1B'~ ~ ea:,161'.1Ai.-
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satellites (fringe cities) such as sowetc, insofar as they have been poiltlcally isolated

the boundaries of the greater Johannesburg area are seen as ext(>~-ling from U~e<:'8D to the

(fmamentnd) from the CBO. The isolation and fragmentation has been a deliberate political

(kr.ision taken dUring the apartheid era tc keep dirferent race groups apart and keep areas

pilrified and 'white'. It is Ihe intent throughout this document to constanuv refer back to

Jonannesburq, comparing Similarities and differences to arrive at a set of principles that can

he tested using Johannesburg as a case study.

Tile development of a set of urban principles and a framework should allow for a philosophy

that addresses the 'main stream' as well as the peripheral elements within the city. The

intention is further to explore how the dynamic energy 01 the fragmented elements of the city

can best be maximised to create opportunities for kinetic urban events, l.e, produce markets.

etc..

A set of principles and rules are required that not only address the formal sector - but thai

which provide access to the city for the penpherat elements. n
II

~!/)
,/

MA~'e TeA~~{t')E..T'S"I51B-.\)

1.1.3 Tile dilemma of the urban designer is to rlesion spaces that are not so specific as 10 exclude

and fragr.1ent elements of Ihe very population V'lhichthe desiqn is attempting to integrate into

tile urban system.or offer access to its facilities. Tho complexity of the cleveloping city has a

dynamic of its OWl. We need to harness Ihis dynamic and design a mechanism that allows

for maximum diversity \"Iith the minimum of structuring.

Cilies in developing countries have been placed under considerable pressure due to the rapid

lIitmniuiion (hat has been. and is. occurring. This urnamsation, by definition. does nol imply

urbanity. but rather a maior influx of peoote into the cities. The people moving into the ,::ilies

from the rural areas are certainly not urbane. but rather people in search of work, (in searcb

of) or a nusband wllo has come to the city, or simply migrating because they have been

evicted from their tradilicnal places of work due to the econornlc climate.

1 1.4 This dynamiC is the meltinn pot VI/hemthe first and !ilinl worlds meet. How Ihis meeting point

is handled is depr.ndent on understandinq the developinq country. its historic backqround and

cultural delfelopment. In order to understand vvhat these requirements aree, it is necessary 10

ilrst \Jain an insighl as to what a developinn country is, IM131 11m pressures and formulating

infillences <Ire. Only based on this understancJir.r; ..all a set of principles and an enabling

tramcwork be created.

1.2 URBANITY

INtill'f-op ~.I~TO
ltiG c.rf'"'{ : 4-\6V0 \X)
1-i-\6"-\ qE.\ l-t\~;G ?

:;~l



the lonn term, is not geared up tor the ,,11,,·,

necessary capital or vision available.

dTlplic:ationsof massive influx. nor is Ihe

1.?1 This influx has had a resultant sociological, political and economic ~ffe(;t. "The price of a

clty's gmatnnss is an uneasy balance t; 'tween vitality and chaos, health and disease,

enterprise and corruption, art and Ingem • "'me Msgazi0'3 - P9 29. Jan 1993}. The cities

are unprepared for tho onslaught, tne ln., wlile capable of handling the problem in

1.2.;:' l.ocal autlionties are often unable to control, or incapable of coping wlh the problem.

"Ultimately the responsibility fer makir.g the cities liv.::able rests WIn their governments and

11l'!lf people, Too often those governments become corrupt systems for dlspcnslnq benefits

to agencies, employees and political supporters (Time Magazine - pg 34. Jan 1993). There

has to he a Vvill to govern and a Will to make unpopular decisions. The current SA

IlDVprnnH'rl1 is fully aware of tim pronlems ana indeed the solutions, but lacks the courage

,IIi:! (jml:c,\\!on 10 make thl} necessary unpopular decisions. H~ :co ~ MA~ ailt;,,::> U\.l~?

1.3 POPULAilON DIVERSITY

1 3 I C,mwth III pOlll:lalio(1 <lops !I0! mean an mstantaneousty urbanised people, and consequentlv

traditiona! l.ov'Inplm1!1inu.nethods C31l[101 necessarily address the problems. The resultant

Bridnc! wader

(.onsondators

m,(lille/upper c'asses

popular "ro"J!h in tile cities has been accornr';"I;.~J by an informal sector infrastructure,

and im" Ilia. economic approach, since Ihe economtc activity lends by necessity, to be

intormsu. The formal sector has not DrilY been incapable of recognising this Informal sector.

hut of incorporating il into its reckoning. The influx of people have therefore not baen

incorporated into the formal huilding process and certainly not into the formal economy.

1.32 Trw layers of 'urbanised people' in developing cities tend to fall into 3 categories (Dwyer DJ)

those who have "lived there forever

"villager~" who sliil maintain their rural accommodatlon in adclllonal tc an urban

address

traders

IlU' Turner characterise: these layers into

1 :-I :, .Joha.llu·slllllg is cnaract.utscd by oeillg a city of many diverse cultures and 'l<ltionaIilHls -

';'l!n(~ througH choice. some through necessity. The resulting cultural richness has not bean

~lli'l\Jed to mach its potential. "Yet the catalytic m:xing of people that fuels urban conflict also

'iPInS tile Initiative, innovalion and collaboration that move civilisation forward. The city is a

place lor 1T" ";;I,lyif1!) hnppy chances and making the most of unplanned opportunities (Lf·

F;.llwakc
JolulJloes/JlIf{j.



i 1961) By segregation and lack of integration the dynamics of cross-cultural

'"tion have not been allowed to develop. A culture that is purely interested in survival

not develop cultura, richness. The meeting of these diverse cultures is the "melting pot"

Africa and the dynamic of the many cultures offers great potential richness to

Johannesburg.

2.4 A substantial number of people are living withln the city in spontaneous settlements. The

local laws and by-laws have no means or method for addressing these settlements - and

Indeed. prior to the election of the "new government", no political desire to do so.

Uncontrolled. spontaneous settlements can quickly paralyse a city and its economic

development. Paralysis can occur due to land settlement in areas designated for other

activities. Lonq and tedious processes are required 10 negotiate the removal and

resettlement of spontaneous settlements. Often market forces, desirous of creating

development, \0\111relocate because the time frame of these negotiations are not conducive to

economic trmotrames. Planning in the conventional sense is inadequate, and ill equipped to

deal with Ihis problem, as a spontaneous settlement is precisely lhat - a settlement vvilhout

major plan··:~'). either infmstruclura!ly or economically.

1.4 JOURNE" OF EXPLORATION

This dissertation seeks 10.explore cities in the Third World l'vhich have become traqrnented -

fragmented into sectors that have lillie or no relationship to t.ie existing 'status quo', nor do

these .ectors have any histor' emotional, financial or political connection vvith the past - nor

no they reconnise any SUC!l connection. nor do Ihey wish or desire 10. This fragmentation -

econormc, pnysical, social and political - cannot be addressed by structure or traditional

planning. Structure planning is aimed at a progressive incremental process aiming towards

proeluct miller than at a dynamic, cllanging and ever-flexible process. (Bilbo) One of Ihe

questions this dissertation queries is - do all parts of the fragmentation need te be integrated

into tile city <tem (and indeed \/I,Uuldit benefit the city)? Access by the urban poor to the

city is critical - critlcal as pall of the cycle that not only allows the city to re-invent itself, but

l,rT .al for the continuing existence of the urban poor. Urbanity should provide for the

;;oITlfilete cross section of society and resulting cultural interfaces and conflicts to create the

dY:i8mic and ur-quenoss of an urban place.

1.5 FRAGMENTATION I ISOLATION

1.S 1 Fragmentation can occur on a number of different levels:

Physical - (separation of race qroups into separate areas by IBW and designating

certain areas like Soweto).

r;
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Social - (not permitting cross relationships to develop. but favouring one social class

over another)

Economic - (exclusion of a group from formal economics and to spend more

economic resources on one sector of the population)

Cultural· (the dominant ruiing secte r looks after its ovvn culture and people at the cost

of others)

Political - (a dell berate political decision to separate people)
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It IS often 111the Interests of a government 10 keep the fragments separate. Vested interests

amj consequent deployment of available capital will dictate and shape development. The

polItical Ihetoric is seldom backed by private finance I Soulh Africa and Johannesburg

SPI'cltll'<llly IS not umque TIle falces that have shaped this colonial country have many

~,lIl11lailllt'<' 10 Oilier colorual cilius. the commonality being the resultant fraqmentation,

HI'JOItCllly Cities nave chosen to ignore till} disernpowered peoples and spend capital where

vested mterests have dictated tile best returns (not only monetary) ¥viII occur, In the fol!n'.A~ng

chapters the intention is to establish the historic Origins of the various fragments. anel 10

further explore how tvpical or atypical Johannesburg is, in terms of these principles. and what

can he done 10 in reunite the isolated elements - if indeed they need to be reunited.

1.6 FACETS OF JOHANNESBURG THE ANIMAL

1.6.1 Political fragmentation

Johannesburg is a combination of a first and Third World city. First World in terms of the

1I1lraslructure . Third World in terms of the characteristics of a colonial city having gained

independence and faCing the problems of mass urbanisation brought about by the movement

of rural people to Ihe city. and the lining of influx control (i.e political atternp's to control a

situation a'ready out of control!). Crossroads in the Cape is a prime example of urbanisation,

or rather the influx of people in spite of a political attempt to deny access. This political

'planning' is not unique to South Africa, but has been practised in many colonial cities.

I;OOln:~:"tll' .. I"IIl!1n ..'hu,l.

1.6.2 Colonial Anartheid

Pohtica' fragmentation in South Africa and especially Johannesburg, has been charactertsert

IlY tile physical layout of our city. Uniike Cape Town with its pre-industrial historic core.
, '

Johannesburq has been a mining town. The segregation and fragmentation has resulted in

cities witlun Cities. and the classic apartheid philosophy. legalised through acts of parliament.

have further fragmented lhe elements of the city.
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1.6.3 Cultural Diversity

Planning and urban desigr: in South Africa is confronted with a highly volatile decision making

context. which is likely to be influenced by unfamiliar cultural values. A number of

anthropological precepts are examined in developing a culturally responsive approach to

physical planning and urban design. (Boden - (TO""11and Regional Planning No. 35) • (P 11-

23 Sept. 1993). It is extremely difficult and arrogant to superimpose a cultural 'design' on a

nation as diverse as South Africa. The American or European approaches are inappropriate

tor the local scenarto and cannot be simply superimposed. A careful analysis and study of

local conditions. and an underslandinq of the people needs to be adopted.

The different cultural diversities lhat constitute our cities - and Johannesburg in particular,

create a richness Blat has up until now. been unexplolted. There has been a great Iear of

creating a melting pot of cultural diversity. and indeed an active movement to protect cultural

identities and locations. rather than one of integration.
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1.8 FACETS OF JOHANNESBURG· TODAY
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'1.7 FACETS OF JOHANNESBURG - A CITY FRAGMENTED

The definition of colonialism is the establishment and maintenance for an extended lime, of

rule over an alien people that is separate and subordinate to the ruling power. (Anthony King-

Social Power and Development .. 1976)).

Johannesburg is a colonial city - not necessarily in physical terms, but certainly in terms of the

philosophy tnat has dictated its tOIJl,11planning and politics. II doesn't have the traditional

characteristics of an original settlements with a settler component, and a deliberate attempt

by the ruling foreign settlers to create a separate entity - but 'NaS rather founded on the

principles of separation ami fragmentation. Economic infrastructure was concentrated in the

predominantly white areas - the labour force \NaS separated, and if needs be, relocated for

convenience, with entire communities uprooted and relocated "for health reasons", resulting in

a ci!y that is totally fragmented, politically, economically and socially.

1.8.1 Jonannesburq has been faced with a massive influx of people from the informal sector. It has

created a dynamic that is both exciting and frightening, Exciting from the point of view thai

Johannesburg is a unique city that is not only undergoing urban decay and declir.e, but

simultaneously undergoing urban growth and revltallsatlon - (though not necessarily as the

tradilionalists would see revitalisatlon). The dty has never been as utilised as it is today. The

informal sector has "taken over the city", and endowed it with life and vitality (and crime!).

Frighleni'lg from an urban design, tourist and business point of view. Design needs to allow

-;...,.



Fu.thouuore It appu.us that our frw:tumd, pluralistic modern metropolitan societies display

III IIlIl11ill consensus regarding perceptions of and meanings attached to the urban

unvironment. How C,1I1 the desiqner or planner then add to or modify the urban fabric wilhout

Imposino totally alwn or unsympathetic solutions? (Boden 1993)

for a multi-Iaceled approach giving access to the poorest of the poor and the immigrant, and

others. one of the problems facing the designer is to over design, thereby limiting the options

:1 space is capable of fulfilling.

1.8.2 It IS only too apparent to even a casual observer, that the "new South Africa" "'~lich is

ernerqinq III rough a rather difficult childbirth stage, is characterised by a multiplicity of SOCial

gmups, each with its own Iflo{)rldview and values, For urban designers and planners to cope

'hilll these conditions 'hill not only require different techniques (Boden 1987), but also a beUer

understandinq of culture and its influence on the choices confronting urban designers,

pl;:,n:tersand client groups.

Tile formal sector and informal sector are at total odds. ·"~p.rehas been no recognition as to

the incorporation of the informal sector ecor.orny into the formal. No recognition as to the

spontaneous housinq settlements, and a great fear for the "unwanted" in the city!

The example of Spradley's (1970) study of hoboes and drunks ill Seattle, was used in

America to illustrate how groups meet the criteria for classification as a culture, and how

(lifferenl the wider society's perception of these people is from reality and from their peculiar

world view. Onty through this type of intensive analysis, and the understanding of the insider

or "native point of view' (Geertz 1976) y..11ictlthis provides, can outsiders grasp the

siqnilicance of various phenomena for members of cultures alien to the researcher, planner

01 urban (jpsigrwr

Johannesburg hu,; unique characteristics, but common threads with other developing cities.

Tim process of tlus document is to analyse and compare the common threads and arrive at a

I S 3 Till> [IHIllt to tlw Ci0l111 of major busrness interest has followed similar trends in other cities,

P,lIt:c'llall~ 111 the United Slates, but what it has ignorecl is where its prime source of labour is

situakd Public transport is severely limited, and access of the labour force to Iheir place of

\f,<xk is under pressure. Tile taxi industry that has surfaced in the last ± 6 years is a direct

Iespouse of tile private sector's (often informal) response to what should be public sector

IfliltatlvPS TIll! Orowth of Johannesburg and the fragmentation of the city is to a certain

extl~1l1governe(j .,y its public transportation systems and economy,

1,9 PROCESS
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set o! prtncipl- Wilile there might be certain physical similarities between Johannesburg c
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and other developing cities, I believe that it is the principles and common characteristics of a
developing 3rd world country (through comparative analysis), that ally Johannesburg with

other developing citles Iha! will create a framework, that best addresses the urban problems

tacinq our city.

This analysis does not restrict itself 10 any particular site. but rather seeks to address Ihe

dilf erent situations of fragmentation. II serves to find a duality with other colonial cities facing

and having faced similar dilemmas. and seeks 10 find a series of design principles that

address tim traqmentation of Ihe city; where and if necessary. The process is intended to

use comparative analyses 10 ascertain \llA1erethe cornmonalttics are, and \llA1ere111eprecious

unique aspects exist. to establish a value system capable of handling the dynamic and

exciting city with its opportunity of becoming the 'melting pot' of the cultures of Africa.

1.1D CONCLUSION

Johannesburg is at a fascinating crossroad of its development. It has the opportunity to

become the economic flagstlip of Africa. The balance of Africa is looking at Soulh Africa, and

Johannesburg in particular. to lake the lead,

The conditicns necessary for the long term integrated and sustainable regeneration !t1fough

intervention needs to be put into place. The principles for thls integration of the fragmented

city needs to be clearly defined and understood at all the different levels, Accessibility, both

physical, political and economic: connectivity. locally and globally; land uses. conservation

and the urban eco-system.

In order to understand the elements that fragment the city, it is necessary to explore the

historic basis of other deveioping cities in general, in order to extrapolate the lessons and

principles that have worlc, \llA1eroand why they have worked, and arrive :;1 a basis to evaluate

Johannesburg against, and develop an appropriate framework.
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2. PART TWO

All explanation and definition of the term 'developing country' is necessary, in order to arrive

at a set of principles and common themes.

"What IS civilisation? I don't know, I can't define it in abstract terms - yet! "Great nations

write their autobiographies in three manuscripts, the book of their deeds, the book of their

words and the book of their acts. No: one of these books can be understood unless we read

the two others. but of all :tle three the only trustlMJrthy ore is the last". (Kenneth Clark -

CIVilisation 1Q69)

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Towns dill! cities in botll developing and industrial countries have been faced with massive

! III);lIl1',:lIIOIl • ~',I)tl1half the wUllu's population living in developing countries. Much of the

:uhll t' dt'vt'!oprrwn( towards a fully urbaruscd world Vvillbe concentrated in the Third World -

I [) J [)W{"I) I h I),HI pOjlulalloll'; ill 1j('velopinU countries are groVvingtwice as fast as those in

11\'111'>111;111',,,[. C(lUlllnt!S By tile end of the century the balance of the wortd's urban population

IMII tw III tlw Ttltnj World. "However growth in population does not mean urbanisation or

uib.uutv nor call traoiuonat lawn planning methods necessarily address the problems - a

more into.mal sector infrastructure and economic informal approach is required". (D J Dwyer-

Pg 27)

This chapter sets out to explore developing cities; Vvtlatare the characteristics and principles

tl1al make and define a "developlnq country" as opposed to a developed country?

2.2 DEVELOPI~JGCOUNTRIES

Time Magazine has suggested that it is more appropriate to divide Ihe globe into 5 worlds, not

three. (Boden 1982). The First and Secane! World being Ihe same as previously, but the

Tl1inj World being subdivided on the basis at resource and existing infrastructure, being the

necessarv basis to build an economy.



TABLE 1

I CATEGORY CHARACTERISTICS EXAMPLES 1
j

Third '.'\Iorld Developing countries with vital Taiwan, South Korea, Mataysia,
(620 million) natural resources and Mexico, Brazil, Zambia, OPEC

international trade countries, South Africa
I

Fourth World Some modem infrastructure and Peru, Liberia, Jordan, Egypt,
(960 million) raw materials Thailand. Dominican Republic,

i Guinea Bissau

I Fifth World Very few resources and little Mali. Chad, Ethiopia. Somalia.
development scope Bangladesh, Ruanda

"-
Time Magazme (1982)

The sponse of these wortds to urbanisation has been based on their ability and available

resources to address the planning problems.

TABLE 2 Categories of environmental desponatlor by urbanisation and degree of
resource expioitationv ~

ICATEGORY CHARACTERISTICS EXAMPLES

Third World High population urbanisation Maximum rate of despoliation
High resource exploitation

Fourth World High urbanisation Moderately high rate of
Moderate resource exploitation despoliation

,
Fifth World High urbanisation Moderately low rate of

Few resources, little exploitation despoilaUon I
I-l_ow urbanisation Low rate of despollation
Few resources, lillie exploitation

Clearly what has had a major influence on current available infrastructure and resources has

been the level 10 Vvhich a country has been exploited and colonised and consequently

developed for whatever reason.

Colonialisation has played a major role in most Third World or developing countries and as

such it is perhaps important to consider the different types of colonisation and reasons for

calonisaUon. Countries were colonised for different reasons - which uas had an intrinsic

influence on their current situation.



2.3 COLONISATION

"Colonisntion varied enormously according to tile complex mix of societies involved - and the

motivation for colonial expansion. The methods of exploitation, exploration and means of

admuustration varied according to the colonial power involved". (Third World Cities - David

Dradakis-Smith - 1978j.

2.3.1 Mercantile cotonlat Cities

Characterised oy being primarily dominated by private companies rather than by

governments, namely in the pursuit of spices, precious metals, etc. The Europeans were

confined to small areas of the city resulting in an ethnic structural organisation of the city. As

tile companies ware primarily interested in trade, there was little impact on the exlstlnq urban

system of the city.

\/\.'1111tlle uulustrial revolution however, greater profits and productivity were required v.hich

11,1,j an immediate impact on Ill'! attitude of the colonial masters,

2.3.2 lndustrial Colonial Cities

1N1!!1 lIil~ industrial revolution a greater demand for raw material and food developed. Local

t'U1I10I111CS (i e. home based) were unable to supply the demand and consequently there was

a requuement not just for specific products but for land and the consequential acquisition of

It'llltOIY .uHI till' lund 'IlVdSI0I1S this occasioned,

Tills Iand invasion and economic motivation in colonisation was expressed in three areas -

tlw eft::ct on Culture (social, legal and religious); the effect on Tectmology (transport,

CO!l1ITllHlICaPOn,etc., resultinq in the destruction of existing urban morphologies and the

cll'alioll o! new districts): and the ettect on Political Control - namely the usurping of local
40. Palaeotechnic Inferno

I" IIltlOj \)'jp, ttll' II\dIOt'f!OUS conunumty

2.3.3 Lilt! Colonisation

i,iil'l I\·.~l\\~lljdW:IIS, Europe was naturatly pre-occupied with its own affairs. /\ heightened

dl',',. 11'.!.wtlOri V\111J affwis in their own countries resulted in a major migration of blue collar

,;.~'~ k,t', '; to til!' 'dt~veloplf1gworlds', vvtllch in turn restricted available work for the local labour

l()n p 11"5 Il'?lIh'(j III an otJVIOlJSdissatisfaction and in many case led to political uprisings,

.11 III llltllli;;It'ly mdependence.

2.3.4 Post Independence

A major urban inllux of people into the cities in search of work opportunities. Europe, short of

labour encouraqed the emigration of skilted labour, thereby stripping the colony of skills - but

41. Model Industrial Village
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slInullancDusly, me Iocat migmnt labour - v\lithou\ unions or protection - was consequently

eaSily exploited. This period saw the beginning of an informal sector economy.

Trends ill colonial cities after independence have seen a major influx of people into the urban

areas from their rural bases. Some of the expatriates returned to their native lands, stripping

Ihe cities of a valuable skills base, and a lack of work in the cities resulted in the development

of an informal sector economy.

The trend in Europe, Wllich was short of labour, was \..1 •.mcourage the emigration of skilled

labour, thereby stripping the colonies of skills. Migrant labour - INithout unions and

consequent protection, was vulnerable to exploitation, and because of lower costs, highly

(Jesjrahle. and it became economically viable for First World industry to look seriousty at this

cheaper labour pool.

2.3.5 Neo Colonialism (1960 -1970's)

During this period the cost of labour in Europe had risen due to trade unions and political

changes. resulting in a changed attitude to the use of 3rd world labour. Companies, to avoid

union issues. shifted manutacture to Third \Nml<l countries 10 keep production costs down.

The laTOll informal sector of the ::lnl world assisted in rnaintaininq low labour costs.

This flew .nvustment by the Firs! Worlcl in cleveiopin!J countries resulted in a major urban

111111.1)(of Il!1skli!ed labour. There \V<.lS an unprecedented incorporation of women into the

fallOur torce as they were non-union, docile and cheap. This incorporation of women and

IIwir tarwlies mIn the city resulted in (jmllar~(Js for basic services such as housing. transport

~),)[j <,;;( H;idl ~)erVJce~;

\/Ililll tile dC'H'lopnwnt of pubhc transport. miqration patterns changed, with migrant workers

'uJlnrnlltlllq"' to theu place of wo"~. over far qreater distances, and for short times. With little

(J! r ,I) 11;\1 i';port visitation to the rural areas, rruqrant workers would stay primarily in the city

:H:d VI~.tt IIH~ fuml IJw,t' periodically. The development of public transport allowed for these

'JI'.tI.l!I()Il'; 10 !Jt~ on a more frequent baSIS. The family structures of the minrant workers

I 1l,lI1(j\'d 10 du;ommodate the different life styles, as did the traditional roles of the husband

in 1<1 ~'.I!I! Tiw roll' of tile woman as a keeper of the household and minder of children

than(1l'li to one of (Jl~Ul(j no! only economically active, but to supportinq (he household.

2.4 CHANGING ROLE OF WOMEN

Dunn[J lhe cnlonial period the traditional status quo was that the men entered into wage

labour, INllile the women remained the main provulers of 111ehousehold.

l~e. M.O~..:J O'f\-! (MULl.~l'.:i'el;)'l
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In HlP post-cotomat era. in the formal sector. thi:::situation changed for a number of reasons:

The changinn urban diets reduced tile need for surplus local crops, thereby freeing

women from agriculturallaboul'.

Mass production supersedeu local crafts with cheaper products, further reducing income

uroductton of women,

The result of women being released from their tradiliorlal roles was the beginning of a

migm!ion in search of work to sustain their households. The demand for women in the labour

market was high ''ir the reasons explained in 2.3.5 .. but women moving to the city had a

major impact nil th . erosion of traditional values WIth regard to parental control. The children

Wt:lP !lith, 'l taken to Ihe city with disastrous consequences or left with the grandparents with

equally disastrous consequences.

Many of the men were unable 10 find employment in the formal wage economy and were

forced to join the informal sector. often at the cost of their families. The women were

abandoned ami forced to find dornestic work in order to sustain their families or to move into

tile informal sector that the mules had abandoned due to lack of profitabllity.

2.5 COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF DEVELOP:NG COUNTRIES

One of tile major characteristics of developing cities is the relationship between the colony

and tile colonial power. It creates a set of dynamic tensions Vvhichare the result of the

dominance of one nation over another, and the resultant changes In the culture (if he

dominated society.

2.5.1 All these changes were products of a cultural contact between a sophisticated, industrialised

coloniel power with its ~IM) economic motives, and wth a traditional agrarian or craft based

economy.

FII51 Culture
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2.:;.2 Developing countnes, vvi1i1enot demonstrating the same physical characteristics have similar

princrples ~ Johannesburg. tf;nile not having the basic colonial layout. as for example, Cape

Town. has the same characteristic political principles of a colonial settlement, namely:
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a desire to .cegrcgatethe urban poor

the informal sector and informai economy is not considered part of the formal economy

p!nnmng tends to be either top dOlM) or middle out- with fcreign expertise being Imported

" as them is a belief that it is not locally available.

tile economic role of women is not recopnised



land 'enure is r)(.~~:f(ered to the lower economic sectors
inadequate public transport restricted the movement and sphere of influence of the urban

poor.

a polihcnl ",viII emerged 10 restrict access of the rural and urban poor to the city to limit

'the problem' of urbanisation and the resultant problems.

massive influxes of rural people 10 111(1city in search of work

a pressure 0.... ~urban economy to provide immediate intrastructure.

differing levels of services and lnfraslruclure vvilll the urban poor having restrictive

access, ami the bulk of the services being directed at attracting development.

city divided inlo various sectors, i.e. col(mia! city, workers CilY ':nd lndustrlal city - a city

traqmented.

2.6 1 fill products of culture contact situations between an incustrialised colonial power and

ir;Hlilional ngranan or crefl based economy.

2.6.2 MW'ufes( certain cornparabie spatial characleristics bOUI in terms of the relationship between

{!ifk; cnt cultural settlements and within each settlement are, between its component parts,

, uaractertsed hy cultural pluralism,

2.6 ~) Promulgate uotiberate residential seqn.jation - 1960 until now, now attempting inlegration at

national, cultural, sc.;ial economic and ethnic levels, vvilll '1 history of mistrust and

Iraqmentation ..
ilegion Nci[lhbourhoodDistrict

:2 6.4 AI! have <) problem of houstnq, shortac of economic resources, underdeveloped

communication systems. and a lack of institutional infrastructure required to deal with social.

administrntive amI polittcal needs.

2.7 LEVELS OF DE:VELOPING CIT!ES

!<inn divides the coloninl or developinj city into 6 levels of cornpretiension:

27.1 Global.

Tim traditional ,falun systems of the CUI lure are ignored and the cognitive Imowledge and

n1o\ml assumptions of Ihe UrlKlI1 systems are assumed and absorbed fully. The culture

t, anscends boundaries and assumes a global stn: JiI~, reinforced by the electronic

commurucauon system.

Tile (!l~'"el')pim; cuv r.p;'1r;c". :~. I",:, • . .. ' ~YV1" <lUI UtlVel0PS an anonymous

system that could render one city indistinguishable from another, i ~,monopoly capitals. The

science fiction vvriten have explored uns city to the extreme - but ; m1PS the best example is

Ib;'lLw,I,ilJ.!'I.I[,lj
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!lw American Chain Hotel. It doesn't matter 'I'k!(l! country YOIl are in .. you know exactly Vvilal

10 expect, v,ilat you are gelling and at v..'hat cost. Its position is Irrelevant, There is security in

an msecure v..{)lltl

2.7.2 International - or imperial:

Coloniatism has regarded people and raw mineral wealth as a resource that can be

transpmtud at will and at desire. As a result of these economic and poflflcat policies, people

(;jill! qoous) have been transported without any recognition of culture, from one area 10

ano!l1er and wthout consultation

~~~
,.:__i "

National or societal:

T! Ii' pw, ,",S or :,!:ltt' oj this cily IS a u-sult of its tunction, sc· " .nd locality. Its funct: and

·,'Llt"'II< Hl1I'lJli.HH'P lllilY Il~'I);",'d Ill'[JIl ns pcollDlTlic/or commercial importance. its position

.I'. .n . . I' fll1!lIlS!I.lllv<' pollflcdl iii 'i!r;t!{!(jIC cap,lal. Tile role thai the national or societal

\!pvi'!0PIllll City takes IS basel! on its status and relevance within the society and is also a

rt";q!\ o! its tunctions. r.e. communication systems - such as railways, ports or strategic land

rt~sourCt~S

2.7.4 Urban

Social, physical and spatial development over time within the system, e.g, the Malays in

Cape Town have developed a cultural base that has influenced all walks of like - from the

architecture 10 the food - that have become an inherent part of the history and culture of the

cape.
-------------:---.---------1
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VariOUS cultures brought together - social hierarchy based on criteria of race and nationality,

2.7.5 Sector (Community)

Social and spatial structures and relationships

Urban fan no; not reproductive. but unique entHies formed by combination of the

dynamics of the differences.

2.7.6 Unit (lnstttutlonal)

The way a society structures itsc'!' is manifested by its dwellmg units, its banking systems, its

schooling, and how it organises its social events, as well as how it delivers such elements as

housing and residential components

2.7.7 The SOCiety of a developing city operates at many different levels and layers, be it the macro

level (global city), Of the micro level of the unit. The developing city operates not only in

relation to tile levels described by King, but also in terms of segments.

2.8 COMPONENTS OF THE DEVELOPING CITY

The city tends to be in t\AU or three segments - the original settlement, the colonial sector ;;nd

!Ile rmgrant segment. What unites (or divides the city lends to t3 the cultures of tile city, (e.g

tile mix of tile nations and value systems); the technology of the dominant culture, (e.g lime,

11OiirJays), and thirdly, the power structure and \110degree of social and ethnic segregation, or

in composites such as Johannesburg.

As King says,

"tile dorninance-dependence relationship intercedes at two levels. First, the colonised society

is dependent on the metropolitan. One consequence of this is that the colonial settlement is

primarily devoted ;0 political, tmar.ciat - (namely export of raw materials), military and

administrative functions. Their inhabitants keep order, administer justice, control aspects of

the economy but not. as is the case in the industrial city, generate produc'Ion, except for the

production of materials for the 'mother country'.. Johannesburg, Anqola, Mocambique are

prime examples of this. It is this kind of phenomenon \fIAlich Castella (1972), has in mind in

his concept of 'dependent urbanisation': urbanisation takes place in the colonial society but

the industrialisation Vvt,ich historically has generated urbanisation :n modern politically

autonomous SOCieties, takes place in {he metropohtan society,

Significantly, the colonial urban settlement in the Indian colonial city consisted of the

"cantonment" and the "civil station". In the civil station of a typical, small town, lived those

members of the colonial bureaucracy wnose political, administrative and cultural funclic~1 is

manifest in their nesiqnations, tile 'collector'. 'maqistrate', 'judge'. 'uistrict superintendent of

~~
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police', 'civil surgeon', 'missionary' and 'teacher'. In addition, there It/are representatives of

European business interests as well as, ir. the later stages, those members of the indigenous

society ItvllO either belonged to the colonial bureaucracy or who subscribed, economically anti

culturally, to the values of the colonial system. In the cantonment lived the army, the ultlmate

means of social control. The colonial urban settlement then, contained the 'managers' of the

colonial system"

2.9 URBANMANAGEMENTIN COLONIAL CITIES

"The colonial city rarely has urban management as the planning authority is part of a vested

interest" King (191-b). The resources of a colonial city are primarily orientated toward the

Joals il! I objectives of the political agency tnat is holding the power and control.

Johannesburq V'I3S systernrnatically "coloniallsed" after 1940 by the Afrikaners - imposing a

Will 01 actively takinn con•rol, (The Broederbond being one of the agencies used). Planning

tends to be orientated towards the attracting 01 development rather than Ifvhat is best for the

constituents of the city.

This tends to result in a different level of social. technical and political developrnent. Energy,

mrrastrllclure and poliiical involvement tend to be expended VvtIere they are most likeiy to

have tne best economic exposure and results - rather than addressing the actual problems of

tile city and tile urban poor. This development is primarily geared to making the environment

attractive 10 the First World at tile cost of local development i.e. neo-colonialism.

The resultant dominance of the ideology of attracting development and expertise at the cost

III local enterprise has resulted in a dependence on First World, and possibly inappropriate

systems and soluuons. Solutions that are not necessarily qeared towards specific local needs

- but are rather based on 'imported solutions' Vvithoutthe necessary understanding of the local

philosophy or needs. The sophlstication of the solution often transcends the localised

pronlem - and results in inappropriate (and costly) mechanisms being implemented with a

l[)rl!Ht'11ll physrcally, socially, and Iinancially burdensome onus being placed on the local

populnuon. a burden they me etten forced to carry long after the experts have departed.

A pnme example of tlus has been the ccnstructlon of sports stadia (for example) in rural

.ueas \';1111 Ili\)llly sophisticated electronic equipment and management systems, totally

mnppropnate to tile management structures and requirements of the area. After completion,

without either the capital or expertise to operate these systems, they fall into dlsuse. Major

capital has heen consequently redirected into non-productive economic areas at the cost of

potentially beneficial projects.
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,', 'i", 4',', s.:»: '; .', ", :.C;!'<" C(~f;lr()i and supervision - but

','.;, :,';"', ,. '; "';';;';'j',";'l mea'; 0; il:e city.

• ': .... ',' '. <: i .r«: :, '.',' ·c. :.',' ._, '. ;.h;a1 I,;ura!ism but one wnere one particular culturai

• ';':' ',~ •. 0.';. ';-.;- \7,':;0::;;;::.! 07 pC;:lical pOller (Rex 1970, p20). The extensive spatial provision

:.~!.h:n [;',e colo";,,l setuement area, as well as the spatial division between it and the

,nrligenous senlement. are to be accounted for no! simply in terms of cultural differences, but

in terms of the distribution of power. Only this can explain v\'lJy labour and urban amenities

were available in the spacious, cultivated areas in tile colonial settlement, but not in the

indigenous town. The squatter situation is another element of control through political and

economic segregalion that govemm(:n!!> were able to employ to control settlement. Control

through tc granting or holding back of land resources,

Part of the suburb Vredf.;dorp,
built in 1893 for indigent people,
it was a precominantlv Indian
residential area, known affec-
tionately as Fietas. A vibrant
non-racial melting pot, its 14th
Street was a prime trading area
and a bargain hunters paradise,
crammed full of wares which
spilt on to the side walks. Under
the Group Areas Act, bl!lIdozers

2.10.1 Housing and Development Planning

Some form of toleration exists in many cities and, because of the basic illegality and

insecurity of squatter settlements, giv% the authorities a considerable degree of direct and

indirect control over the inhabitants. For this reason, no matter how temporary Of established

a squatter community may be, almost all are vulnerable to legitimate demolition and

clearance v.Hh rninlrnal ,,\!aming and little compensation.
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In the last days of Fietas t 9'77.
moved in to make way for white
housing and 1977 spelt the end
of this livelv community. Traders
were offered shops in tile
Oriental Plaza.

~~~~~5l~~~~~ AnA
Wllilst tile epithet 'spontaneous' is an improvement over 'uncontrolled' or 'temporary', going

beyond physical appearances and attempting 10 convey some of the vigour of squatter lifo, it

is an inappropriate description of the process 01 Ionnnuon of squatter settlements. Most have

twnn built up slowly over Ilw years by a pioces~ of nradual infiltration - accretions based on

kin~;hip Of village relalionshins. EVPIl tlu: wcll·pullhcisl'd squatter "invasions" of Latin America

arc not as disorganised i!" tlwy seem to tw, <Inc! Turner (1968) has shown clearly the

considerable amount of planning and selectivity wiich characterises such actions. However if

access to land is denied and little or no planning is carried out, land invasion occurs - a direct

solution to the lack of housing delivery.

2.10.2 Public Housing

In many developed countries the gover:ll1lent is an important source of housing for the urban

poor. but this is true of very few countries in the Third Wortd. Only in relatively wealthy cities

Vvilll controlled population growlh, such as Hong Kong or Singapore, does the public sector

provide houses (or a substantia! proportion of the population. Elsewnere, govemment

investment in housing is limited and has invariably been wasted on expensive projects

designed to impress electorates rattler than meet any real needs. It is largely for this reason

that govemment housing schemes. although relatively few in number, tend to be visually



2.10 THE POLICY OF SEGREGATION

Indiuenous and colonial parties are kept apart due to 'better' control and supervision - but

(liffering levels of services are then applied to the segregated areas of the city.

The cotaniat city was a 'container' of cultural pluralism but one where one particular cultural

section had the monopoly of political power (Rex El70, p20). The extensive spatial provision

within the colonial settlement area, as well as the spatial division between it and the

it1digenous settlement, are to be accounted tor not simply in terms of cultural differences, but

in terms of the distribution of power. Only this can explain why labour and urban amenities

were available in the spar+ius, CUltivated areas in the colonial settlement. but not in the

indigenous town. The squatter situation is another element of control through political and

economic segregation thai govemmenls were able to employ to control settlement. Control

through to granting or holding back of land resources.

Part of the suburb Vrededorp,
built in 1893 for indigent people,
it was a predominantly Indian
residential area, known affec-
tionately as Fietas A vibrant
non-racial melting pot, its 14th
Street was a prime trading area
and a bargain hunters paradise,
crammed full of wares which
spilt on to the side walks. Under
the Group Areas Act, bulldozers

2.10.1 Housing and Development Planning

Some form ot toleration exists in many cities and, because of the basic illegality and

insecurity of squatter settlements, gives the authorities a considerable degree of direct and

indirect control over the inhabitants. For this reason, no matter how temporary or established

a squatter community may be, almost all are vulnerable to legilimate demolition and

ctenrnnce with mmirnal warninq and lillie compensation.

In the last days of Fietas 19'77.
moved in to make way for white
housing and 1977 spelt the end
of this lively community. Traders
were offered shops in tile
Oriental Plaza.

~~~~~~~~~5~~~~~~~~~~J\1)1~'

Whilst the epithet 'spontaneous' is an improvement over 'uncontrolled' or 'temporary', going

beyond physical appearances and atternptinq to convey some of the vigour of squatter life, it

IS an inappropriate description of tile process of formation of squatter settlements. Most have

Iwen built up slo\\1y over the years by a pror.uss of qriH!tlill infiltration - accretions based on

kinsllip or vllla(]e relationships Even !Iii! wcll-puhllclsc(j squatter "Invasions" of Latin America

me not as disorganised as they SC{)!11 to he, and Turner (1968) has shown clearly the

considerable amount of planning and selectivity \'vllich characterises such actions. However if

access to land is denied and little or no planning is carried out, land invasion occurs - a direct

solution to lhe lack of housing delivery.

2.10.2 Public Housing

in many developed countries the qovernrnen. IS an important source of housing for the urban

poor, but t:lis is true of very few countries it) the Third World. Only in relatively wealthy cities

'Ai!h controlled population growth, such as Hong I(ong or Singapore, does the public sector

provide houses for a substantial proportion of the population. Elsewhere, government

investment in housing is limited and has invariably been wasted on expensive project::

designed 10 impress electorates rather than meet any real needs. It is largely for this reason

that government housing schemes, although rela!ively few in number, tend to be visually

70



prorlll(lt'nllllihe townscapes of developing countries. D Smith (19S1). These schemes are

more ouented towards gaining political acceptability rather than at real delivery. There has

llt!Pll d tjt'IH'ral movement away from the public sector building and developing mass housing

fOI till' poor Them have however been f')(r,eplions.

required

2.10.3 Government Housing. Westernised Responses

Wililst It IS generally true that government investment in urban low-cost housing is limited,

there have been many instances in various parts of the Third World of well-meant and well-

Illlam:ee! attempts to re-house the urban poor. The extent and success of these schemes

h.rve vaned considerably, but untillhe present decade they have usually followed established

W(~stel!l concepts of planning and design. In most Third World countries this is a direct

it'{pcy of coloruahsm INllich has affected the residential construction industry in numerous

.!:IYS Ttl" most lj,rect IS til'] accumulation of supply links with the former colonial power

l'ABell I'WdllS Illat most blll!dinD materials are imported. (South Africa however, in the

It'',J(j['nl!al spctor, IS an exception to this. Importation is limited to "family goods").ln addition

10 tH'1l "J exnensive. this also ensures that the western designs which predominated in tile

,,1<)1nal 1'1a ar e retained after 'independence',

2.10.4 Misplaced Philanthropisrn

WIII!Sl a \llealtleal of the low-cost housinq investment in the Third World can be classed as

!okenism. there are many other projects with more generous motivations. HOwever, the

majonly ol such schemes fail to provide any real help to the urban poor because of

inappropriate or rnefficient approaches. In most cases the housing is Simply too expensive as

:1 result of tile slavish imitation of western standards and techniques, without conslderatlon of

local circumstances or needs. large subsldles are needed before much of the public housing

In the Third World falls within the financial capabilities of the poor, and few governments are

prepared to supply these. Instead, most prefer to restrict access to public housing units to

those families able to pay a 'fair' rent on a regular basis, Some governments go as far as

redefine the poor according to criteria which substantially reduce the amount of subsidy

ECOnO!l1iC justilication lor large-scale public housing is, in fact, inextricably linked to political

m.moeuvnnq, am! throughout tile cities V\i!lere such programmes exist, they are tnvariably

COI1SI(i<'re ' to act as a placebo to the aspirations of the urban poor. However, the degree of

p()litu:;l1 soptusucation behind mass housing ventures varies considerably. Ir~ Caracas,

'/"fI(!!IIpla. IIw electron of tile SUP!';Ibloques (juring tile 1950's could be regarded simply as an

"XII'W;;UIl of !lIP previously noted desire of most governments to construct visual evidence of

til'.'11 'concern' lor people.
jJ'(lg1n~ilrl' i1r"lall'1.1"'t' If):.')S
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2.10.5 Reactionary Attitudes

AltlloLlgh it is true to say that this sort of administrative indifference towards housing problems

has been characteristic of many cities in the Third World, several urban authorities have

unplemented more vigorous policies. The most prevalent, but least useful of these policies,

Ciln tw oescnbed as reactiorust, or as Mangin (1967:69) has more colourfully termed it, 'the

!l~s!ering sore (hard-nosed) view This approach seeks to eradicate the housing problem tor

ccsmeuc reasons and pays little attention to tho real plight of the people actually involved.

The reactionary measures employed vary enormously but may be usefully grouped into those

v,l1ich are 'preventative' or 'rernedtal' in nature. The Nationalist Party simply 'erased' the

problem by the forced removal of people and wsitinn them in townships as a remedial

methon, and in order to prevent slums from occuring, used legis!ation to declare White

areas. Ihe vibrant area in Cape Town - District 6 - was seen by the Nationalists, not as a

rich, vibrant cornrnunhy, but as a slum. It was declared a 'White" area - the community

removed, and the area flattened.

2.11 JOHANNESBURG AS A COLONIAL CITY

In analysinq Johannesburg as a colonial city against these precedents, there are certain

immediate contradictions that become apparent. Firstly, Johannesburg is not normal in terms

of us colonialisation. Its cotonransatron is dualislic and fraught with different cultural and

economic pressures.

South Africa has faced several 'waves' of colonialism am! various colonial powers, from the

Dutch and English to an economic; invasion by ether 'civilised' countries. With the Nationalist

Party gaining power and ultimately "tndependence". there has been a situation of conflict

between \(\'1)ile(Enqlish French, German, Dutch, Italian, etc) colonists as well as with the

indioenous black and coloured people.

II Ila~inot been a simple corulict between two different cultures, but rather a 'metting pot' of

many (jiffercnt cultures - further complicated by the introduction of non-indigenous peoples

such as the Cape Malays, who over tile many years of occupation, have developed a vested

interest in the country. The conflicts of formal and informal economies, of taxis and hawkers

that exist in the country, and are only beginning to develop, cover the real issues of who are

the colonialists and 'NIIO arc the indiqenous peoples?

2.11.1 Johannesburg as a First or Developing Colonialised City

Johannesburg is an anomaly in terms of categorising it in any simple level, as it is both a First

World city in terms of its infrastructure, but a developing city in terms of the urbanisation

nrowth, informal settlements and informal trading. From a political point of view it faces

many of the problems of most post-colonial countries - the desire to encourage investment

~
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and capitll injection, and the consequent dilemma as to whether to invest capital on

muasuucture or aHructing investment or ,0 invest the limited capital on local needs and

Iequir ernents,

TIll) legacy 01 apartheid has resulted in a great reluctance of First Wand countries investing in

v;1mtIS perceived as an unstable country and economy. The economy which was built up on
till' supply of precious metatsrraw materials to the First World is consequently very dependent

on tilt' IIIst VVOI ill. bolh for imports and exports. Disinvestment has resulted in major loss of

jolls ami economic depression Jonannesburq in particular was/is seen as a city whose

j:nanr;wll);1S1S was mining and the stock exchange, and is as such typical of many developing

(OIll1tl;'''' Ill!! pnrticukulv econnmicall and devastated by the apartheid era and declining

pro" ,(lil'; !llt't~lJ PIICPS This has resulted in the restructuring of many of the mining industries

,Inti In',<,fit Inl,., ;lIId a 'llt'alt'l (!t'pt'II(!t'nJ:t' for the workless and homeless in the informal

"",lllI J )11' ',,',ll' II It)1 !'lIlplllYIlH'1l1 Jus 11;\(1n majcr ellect on the family structure,

1}I(lCl'~J')

2.11.2 Women - the Changed Role

IlIcreasiIl\lly tile role of black women in Johannesburg has changed. The trickle that started

~\ltl1HlP search lor a lost husband has now become a flood in search of work. The family

51! uctui e has. to a large extent, been eroded, and the vvoman is now the dominant provider of

the family, using tile informal sector as a vehicle. The white and Asian women are

mcreasinqly entering the formal sector employment, and vvorkwhich was traditionally make is

being undertaken by won.en. With unemployment there is an increasing development of

entrepreneurial skills and a consequent blurring of the formal and informal sector economies,

2.11.3 Characteristics

Tile seqreqation that existed between tile formal and informal sector Officially has now

become less obvious, but the conflict between the ideals of the first and developing vvorlds

has become politically problematic, Johannesburg is attempting to become a global city,

vI,11ifenot addressing the different layers of SOCietythat form the community and the urban

conglomeration called Johannesburg. Land tenure and treatment of illegal occupants of land

is no different to any other developing country. ThE; homeless and illegal tenants are

svstemrnatically removed from areas all a regular basis. Only where it is pollllcally expedient

I', the homeless issue addressed, Land tenure is still a distant concept for a great number of

pt'opie, and the mtrastructure for housing and tile the provision thereof, is a long and costly

2.11.4 Infrastructural Levels

WI111(;Johannesburq has tile basis of a First World lnfrastruct-ire, the ongoing maintenance

and upkeep of this infrastructure could well prove a major stumbiing block, With so many

other lliUh profile (political projects) priorities, the eXisting infrastructure could well

2~



ueqenerate. Simply because the infrastructure that exists does not imply that no form of

maintenance is required and a 'First World' infrastructure could rapidly become Third World

through lack of finance and maintenance.

2.11.5 Political Will

The control am! manaqement of tile developlnn city is based on politic::l1objectives. The

rhchotomy facing Johannesburg is the desire 10 allmel investment and the undesirability of

offending tile constituency that elected the current government. further complicated by the

divurqent nature of the constituency.

2.12 CONCLUSION

.Ioh.nmesburq is cauqht in a unique situation. Having been part of a colonial scenario, it

omroed its independence from the colonial powers, only to gain a new master economically

and politically colonised Johannesburq 1948 - 1988 in the form of Afrikaans domination,

'A11icll further complicated the process Post colonialism has. in the case of Johannesburg.

qone throunh a double process. Firstly indupendence was ohtainod from Great Britain by the

Nalionalis! Government. resulttnq in a post colonial situation, and second with the minority

Afrikaans Na!ionnlist Governrnenllosing political control 10 the majority in the general election

in 1993. has allowed for the dismantling of Ihe apartheid political imposition and allowed

Soulh Africa 10 he ruled by its Indigenous peoples

'.'}.
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PART THREE FRAGMENTATION

3. INTRODUCTION

" "(,lItation

The new South Africa, 'Mlh its many different cultures and 11 official languages, is made up

of a diverse spectrum of peoples. In the post colonlal era of South Africa these parts are

currently fragmented into very diverse segments.

TIl(! western city is also made uJ1of different parts which participate in forming a single \'IAlole

(M Ballio. 1993), Richard Sennett (1969). in his introduction to the essays by the German

School (Weber, Simrnet & Spengler) says "Cities are the eldest artefacts of life, clues are a

set of SOCial structures that encourage social individuality and innovation and are thus the

instruments of historic change. The city urban spaces may be different, but the

l!(llli()(jeIWOUS spauat structure is the same, shaped by master planning wlich is defined by

S"ItJi) as having its 'primary origins in engineering and 'Ifchitecture, thereby gaining order,

II1\t'\1ml1on , balance and unity'. Tile western city is characterised by such homogeneity,

Cities in a developinq country am, in contrast. made up of parts rather than a \'IAmle - a

colOlH<l1core: post independence centres, planned districts and illegal settlements. These are

a ~;mlt'sof i,aOllllmts ttuu develop independently of one another, e.q, Mafikeng. This chapter

1()11SP,!1ll'lllly sueks to explore and define the different types of fragmentation and the causes.

3.1 Fraqrnentation of the Built Environment

The built environment is perhaps the most obvious area in terms of fragmentation.

Fraqmentation is defined as a 'part broken off, detached, isolated or an incomplete part'. The

city of Ihe devetopinq ~)rld displays in the built environment, common areas of

T, "1TI,ti and intortnal sectors me not a Single entity, but are distinct, separate units

operatlllD !lldepemlently, No\'IAwre is this more obvious than with the informal traders WIO

'iVv:lmp tiw pavements of Johannesburq in direct competition with the formal retailers, making

;\t'Ct~S~;to tile IluilllHiUs difficult. There is no legal system or legislation such as licensing Illat

Pi t'VPllts tllis or gives the local autnority control. There is lillie or no co-operation between

Siena- there is no mason why new environments should not have lha same rich,
organic, individual qualliles wilhout resorting to slavish reprocueuon ollilm set
townscape,

!'llll1;ll .\11'1 l!lform;]1

UIIIJI\U IJf',j!GlI (llJIIHlll!l Y r.rJIil!.. Ph)

Tim ZOIlIIlU and luwn plannino rules and ordinance create a functional fragmentation wlich in

'I1l' C<!,;!, of a developinq city is further exacerbated by the colonial nature of cities

''',l1i1ct!~II~,t'd !ly tile intii(jPnolls settlement. the colonial settlement and the industrial sector.
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Til!) influx 0f rural people to the urban centre has added a further factor 10 this ""'jsical

fmUfl'entalion ..

Those people· wth no access to formal accommodation - are forced to create their own,

ll~ilJally on the periphery of the city, on privately owned land, No IGgal tenure exists and tile

process tends to be thai of building dwellings V\.nich in tum are broken down by the

authorities. These areas have little chance of establishing any form of urban structure,

3,2 Economic Fragmentation

Tile economy of fI city is orientated towards vested interest in terms of political Kudos. or 111

terms of attractinq investment, The result is that accessibility to economic assistance lor the

provision of basic intrastructural services is beyond the urban poor. In the same city an area

miohi he fully serviced. 1M1ile adjacent 'developments' have no water. lights, roads, etc.

unless them is <1 political 'Nill and a desire to provide this infrastructure,

The scarcity of economic resources and the desire II 1 attract large scale corporate and foreign

investment often results in major and costly proje.ns that provide little or no benefit to the

livinq standards of the constituents, (Bilbo - 199:;1

A further element of economic fragmelltalion is 1I1Pinformal economy. Little or no attempt is

made to incorporate and unite the two economies. There appears to be no acknoVviedgement

lllal wthout the informal economy, tho formal economy would oe under even greatH

pressure It is Ulro:lgh the informal economy that many of the urban poor gain access to the

formal econou " and indirectly sustain and support it.

STEP BY STEP
Lthc Con-munity lntcrcsr or Amenity Group

establishes the initiative Ihrnu;~h Ihe
idcntitirahon or it ,p~ufic :111<1crilic:,!
urban problem or series of issues, ,lIIli
tlt'('idc~ In 'uct'; the initintivc-takcrs lorm a
slccrinp. group and h~gln work on making
the cas" fur a lh)!(l' visit;

2.lhc t'()IIlIllUllily III"'''' iuiri .. 1 cm.li;C! with
tile Urban INsign (jllllll' ufferilig a bricl
de,ctiplilln "I' the cunununity allli the hroad
objectives of the Ph'jltlscd visit; II", lJtlwl
Design Group at this 1;liIgc will offer
guidance on th'~ next siages;

3. the local srecriu]; )0;"'111'then needs III
gat!lcr support from communlty interest
:1Il.! ,mlcllily g[{tllp.~; ;lr",.!;fy the areas ami
issues tu he studied together with per-
ceived problcn», aud oppurtuaitie»; identify
the people involved. who will ladlilale the
process and who will accept budgetary
responsibility; produce oIi,'grammatlc and
plan based information: and arrange
puhlicity and media contacts;

4. ill consnlraticn with fl'pr<.scIlWiws Irum
lil...Urbun Design Gmup evaluate the
pnlJcl;\ l'.~.-,..:.. . , ...h '~il;' '!it;.~il~i;~!!"
Illc(.tinl~s with the conununity group.'i
involved;

5, 11m Urlzm Design (jroliP will then ,1<,c'·1c
1<1 go Iurw, ·rl with the ;'mje(I, '" Iha' a
d:lIl' C:1Ilhe ,cl fur Ib vi:;H;

;$,3 Social Fraqmentation

By virtue of nm split between the indigenous city and the COlonial city, a cultural and social

(Jivide exists The concept of a common culture and single vision (or at least a vision that has

sullicienl overlap between many visions) for the city does not ex'st, By contrast In the

western City, the social fragmentation has been eroded by the passage of time and a common

culture exists.

This social Iraqmentauon is further uncerlined wilh the suppression of the ir,cormal sector·

Iorcinq this sector to become mom clandestine, In many developing countries, informal

Iradin!l is prohibited cr limited 10 ~e-1nin area" A"i most 0f 'hi) :nf",·,,,1 ,,,-<,.~~

v ....... l! ,,\.0,1.,,1 ousrness) there is even more reason for a low profile.

_._ ..... _nu"'~ll

~;~"\~ ;t,'I:~'\(\~ ',\l,',W\\:l'l'J
1'1'1,\,. 1

(I.lh.' l lrh.m ll~,igll (il<ll1l' ,IllSI' (-(,,,,,1111,11
iug ('oJ1Jmillt'e will illl'llilfy a ('h,mm;m
and s:_'kd a mulh·dlstipill101ry tram \",11Il'i I
will l'l1all'h the i"i~\le~ In b,' ;l1V"',II!~.tlt'd:

7. lilt' Chtlinna1\ \\IlII vi-at rill' l'ol1lTHtm1(y
sume wccl.s lll'rnr~ 11It.'event tu I\lt,'l't \'.'tth
representatives. rinalh..:t.·hrH,'hllg thl!.·lll1l~·II

tatinn (U he cirrul.ncd In tItt' it'am PrlUI to
tlu- visit, dwck un wml-.illg .lIlt! dUllll",tH,:
.:trl'anl ....: .... ·nts. S4'l'an.' mt'diil aJJt'nIJllli. ;1/111

tinalise hIUl!·."wry,"'Iili;,;
P.lhc lIDI\,!, visit Iilhe" "law ill,,1 .• ,q"'" ,'.

'UI1I111lll',I;
".Iht: Iollow ..up piol'etim~~ ruuu- 1111h

operation, t'lIahhl11! Ihe illillati\I' ;11' 1110\"'"
fOlward within lh1.~tlt·vl:;ulltall;t',vnIL,
an('lho: Ulha!llll's;gn (;"'''1' l!llAi'
CU"'din;uing ( (l!!llIIilll'<:m;lill!;lin',,,

llIo1h·;}ring role

CONCLUSION::
The UDAl Precess 1.'lillhave nssis:etlllle
ccrrrnunlty in identifying short and iong term
strategies in response 10 the issues, (lroblems
and opportunities; wil! have been in5Irumfll!~1
in galvar' 'og community action lor Ill() long
term Ihr(lugh the local Stccri~g Group tll1d
Follow-up Committees; \'Iii! have re~liGed
possibilities and mode recommenuauons
wilhia a lime lrame ~'!cttl10 ouqh a fango of
mUI!I·disciplinary Interests and shills; nnd
flcrhaps 01 greatest value \'Jill have produced
us output througha high level 01eonscnsus
10""'1 • <'r!~ ......(d Hji~!.·()hart(!rt,,~riii(, nuNif'
parlic!palion or citizen empo''''''i,,, ..
programMer •.•

unOAII c~...(it{ OUl\flTUitY JI\t:lJhnV t')')1} i'l

;,!:,.



3.4 Politic, "'ragmentation

In a rm.h-cultured society political control is often vested in one political clique ("tribalism").

This clique bias will tend toward its specific cultuml base and electorate at the cost of the

other ethnic groups, So the history of tne White tribe in Soulh Africa and the rule of the

,l\lnkancr was a prime example of a political minority dominating a majority and manipulating

tile pohl!ca! scenario 10 ensure continued Iraqmentauon and dominance.

Tile aCC(Jun!abiilty 10 tile constituents 01 me city and the urban population, unless par! of the

ruling ctique, are otten Ille exception rather than the nne, Once political power has been

'obtained' the accountability is to v,1wtever course \1\.111retain the power base.

T1H'I\; IS il h'm!ency to base the administrative organisation and pl;:;nning on oo.cated

lll<lSIl'lpLuis \.\lw;llllave been com:l1I"'iiOI1l~(1un.ter different circumstances, and controlled by

1,'chr:Ui!;I!W plallllll1!1 Till' sys\PI11', analysIs used is based on a First World 1ata base,

,;.tlich d!slPuar(js local data or its availabthty. "if its local, its obviously not relevant, and 1!Vlla!

IS Ilappeninu internationally - as predicted by foreign consultants, is more relevant!"

TIl'.' cross cultural phenomena c,mw1t be handled by an 'impartial' foreign data base, as there

is lillie I)) no understanding of the local phenomena. Issues are based on global political

experiences of the Firs! \iVorl(\ rather than the specific localised situation. This has resulted in

totally inappropriate design and tcchnologj being Imported into the developing country. A

tligh-Iech nmway or stadium in an area that neither has planes other than domestic light

aircraft, nor the technological know-how to maintain and operate the facility. The imposition

(,~ tile l!esiql1 makes no local references - nor does it question tile valldity of the commission,

The differences witlun the various cui lures in terms of the soclo-spatial structures and

differing interpretation of culture, meaning and usage of communal space becomes

problematic, Wlel) interpreted by a First \iVorld agency,

3.5 Role of the Stale in Fragmentation

"The state willl its investments and laws and therefore its power of inclusion or exclusion, is

one of tile main causes of fragmentation, The slate defines what is legal - dictates the rules

qovemmg access :0 the official city, it also sets standards, permits and licences". (Balbo-

W93)

Tluouqh tile laws passed by Hie stale It can either inleprale or totally isolate various segments

of the population. The younger the state - the less ilbtof:;;. 'baggage' it carries in terms of

human rights and consequently tile easier it is to isolate ahd fragment particular segments of

Ille urban popu'atlon through policy.

Topic I Urban components
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(,<, d matter of fact, fragmentation etten n, 'Is from the Inability of the state to fellow the

it has adopted". (Balbo - 1993)

The political 'ticket' 0:1 vvllicl) a government is elected is not the issue - the issue is how the

state renH:nns us power for v\,hatever expedient reason. The state, either through a political

dl~'Me. or i< \,enuil\G so' oo,cal reason, IS often incapable of fulfilling promises due (0 fiscal

restnctions. or a fear r ending the very electorate that placed it in a position of power.

Tile situation of informal traders in Johannesourq is a prime example, Law and restriction

were prornulqated !') restrict and control informal traders - but as the enforcement of these

restrictions mig!1! create a political embarrassment, they (the laws) were vvithheld un'il a

c;ui!aoie auUlOnty could be established to take responsibility,

Squatter settlements form a similar problem. I, the slate is not capable through the formal

sector of provli:inv mass tlOusing, then the informal settlement (the people's response) has to

t)(, !''-;(jmc1crj ~\1thcaution.

n"1: ;Oil: (Jf !!](, : laIc lends !lJewfore more towards h:l']menlalion than consolidation. As long

:1'; Hii' V(~i;e ',I 0'" uly.s IraOI1·enlp.(],Ill{) less lIkply II is that a united trent will force tne state

i"~:J il [lO';'!I()'l 01 !,aJIf1q 10 IH'DotEIIr; Will] ('I\(' holly. Fraqmcntntion maintains the state's

IIIJII:tv to retrain I' "111 sd!lf:!J1cnl, or mal«: a decision The trnqmentcd, informal sector can

n""don, only rely on itseif, and must, ill terms of economic security, ensure that it reads its

markd correctly

3.G The InfJrmal Fragmented City

';11" Informal sector produces 'custonused' goods and services, since consumer" demand

'r(:ry speCifiC \loads and most of tile time have very little money to spend, Informal activities

r;:m ~,,;:'j:ve OI'!Y Insofar as they me properly tuned to market demand. Thus localism is an

Pc ':ntla! r')ature of lhe informal economy am! tile organisations and control or local space, a

VII1l<lf'f cundillon for its survival". (Balbo - 1993). In contract, formal retailing is based on

JTqc,', f,roclur:tion and mass turnover and has the necessary economy to finance its operations

nil ,~llonq hntn bdSi~-,

TIl!: Ir;fOf!l1'll city operates en a more direct baSIS. Lonq term credit and negotiations have

liltle or no beannq on the day to (j;lY transactions. Many of tile activities are based on

"uPJivai strateGies based 0[1 tile llou~:,,l101d

f\:; rJilchaf!1 Seo!! (1~97). comments. "Entrepreneurship however, is a r;eneralised social role

f(llllifi in all S()cl!:ties >/,ilicll merelv varies as tile contex: clFln(]eS If entrepreneurship is seen

-~(~I, . ,



a:; tile '<:1 eative extraction of value from environments', then the elements discussed in

Mastenng Enterprise - such as vision, opportunity spotting, risk and profit-taking; resource

mobilisation and network development - fTlay take a different (and sometimes invisible) form

!II ditterent environments. While international agencies seek to disseminate developed

countries' models of best practice, there are equally interesting lessons to be learnt from

Incjiger~ous wealth extracting methods".

The lesson to be learned from the informal city is 'plural-activity' - the family' are involved in

many things, many activities underway at anyone time. Many resources are combined to

discover new opportunities, not to do VIAlat everyone else is doing - but to discover a new

opportunity and create a new cycle.

The informal city is a city fragmented from tne formal city not only physically, but mentally.

Planning of the city precludes the informal setUemenl, regarding it as a temporary element,

no! requiring formalised infrastructure and incorporation into the city fabric, The informal

city's position to the formal city, in terms of planning is irrelevant. In terms of the survival of

the city however, it is crucial, As Balbo (1992) says, "the household must be adopted as a

primary unit of analysis, not only for its obvious importance from cultural and social

vn-wpnmts. !Hlt also and Iorernosl because the survival strategies which prevent the city from

c;ullapslIlg, despite all stall ;Iical evidence, are all centred around the househotd", Income

production is a product of both the formal and informal sectors.

3.7 fragmented City of Johannesburg

Tilt! principles of fragmentation as described, apply to Johannesburg. The informal sector

has shown enormous growth in tne tast 5 years, wilh all levels of trade, from the sweet sel!ers

10 the tailors and shoe repairers. Entrepreneurship has become a critical skill V'Jith less and

less 01" . : turuties being avallable in the formal sector. There is liIt1e or no control by the

Stall!!: ':"j1('le. how and '1vimt is traded. The informal sector has further reirueroreted the

pllllllC~;pat:'~- pubhc 1'<llks become a place to sleep rather than recreational areas.

3.8 Open Public Space Fragmentation

Why IS Illis so? Victor Mircmtschuk, an architect designing a new village, writes: "ours is a

country 01 hometowns Vvilhout hearts, neighbourhoods without neighbours, communities

\\,thou! conun mien. parks without picnickers, sidewalks wilhout walkers. There is lillie thai is

social abou' til society. We have planned it that way". Peter Brown, his partner, sees a

cnsis of many dimensions; mounting traffic congestion, (gridlock, smog and pollution),

l1111linishing affordable housing, uselessly remote, receding from ihe CBD, derelict or unused

30



open space, stressful social patterns, insecurity and wasted energy as freeways proliferate.

The erosion of tile tax base is a further disincentive as public facilities and infrastructure can

no longer be afforded. They place much of the blame on conventional zoning - driving from

one single purpose land useto another, so everyone has become almost totally auto-

dependent. 1\ worked in the 60's and 70's lJIktenthem was plentiful cheap land, subsidised

road and utility programmes, and plenty of typical American families. Now it is a lifestyle of

inconvenience for Ihe rea! victims - mothers, children and the elderly - in surroundings 1Atlich

are frequently plain ugly. So they are now backing the nee-traditional village. (Graham King

- The Planner: 21 Sept. 1990).

As urban infrastructure becomes increasingly stretched, and budgets for maintenance

directed to more 'vvorthy' or political causes, so lhe public spaces deteriorate. The increasing

numbers of urban poor are forced to use a decreasing amount of available urban space.

Joubert Park is a prime local example. With the growing urban growth and pressure on the

residential areas of the CBD, Joubert Park is not only over-utilised, but undersized as a cily

urban green room.

There is a perception by the authorities that the 'legal' occupants of the city should not be

concerned VlAlhthe urban problems of illegal settlement- and lack of access 10 the facilities of

the city. The questio» becomes - by the exclusion from the legal city and its rUlys is out. not

fragmenling and isolating a major and real part of the city? Rather than restricting and

banning· there should be a recognition of need - and consequent incorporation.

3,9 Recognition of the Real City

The real cily 'M)uld perhaps be defined as the city in wtlich We live and grind out an existence.

The real city is about the production of weal!l1, eilher for one's seil or (or others, but it is the

harsh reality of life Tile real city for most is about tne day to day grind of attemptmq 10

sustain an mcome and consequently a family. II is not about a romantic vision of wt13t a

historic settlement should be. but wtlat tile renlity actually is, wtlere as an ideal situation would

he bOUI. There must be place for both the economic reality and romantic vision.

As Balbo says, "In the last twenty years or so, most of those concerned witt urban problems

in the Third World, both scholars and international organisations, have stressed the urgency

of recognising tile 'real cily, especially the major physical elementsti.e, illegal settlements) as

well as lhe major economic one (i.e. the informal sector). Sites and services and upgrading

projects, or tile World Labour Programme, all aim to achieve this objective. However

appropriate and inevitable, due to the size and limited resources of the 'real' city, Ihis

approach does not go without contradictions".



·For one tlunq. Irnqmenlalicn resulting from exclusion from the 'legal' city and its rules could

be 11moilly current.v feasible solution to the seemingly unmanageable situation where the

state has few or 110 resources 10 satisfy the considerable needs of a rapidly growing urban

population. To live in the 'real' city means to be able to gain access, albeit at minimum

levels, to the urban services at lillie or no cost; informal activities are certainly linked to the

modern sectors of the economy, but they can exist insofar as Ihey can locate in tile 'real' city

where plots are illegally subdivided and houses built without abiding by the standards so as

10 keep costs down, and wnere they are not subject to the fiscal, wage or union regulations

vvllich control formal activities. Furthermore, many inhabitants are connected illegally to

water and electricity, through legal outlets whicil then often supply them to several families in

their neighbourhood.

There are consequently two elements to fragmentation within the legal city. The

fragmentation as a positive element .. namely access to a city and an economy, and as a

negative - you cannot choose or select your entry point or place of residence.

3.9.2 "Fraqmentatlon might also be instrumental in creating formal or informal networks of mutual

aid only explains the extraordinar I fact that Lagos, Manilla or Rio de Janeiro do not collapse

as one constantly expects Tile remarkable human factor that unites and holds these

communities together is a result of kinship through mutual suffering".

Finally, spatial fragmentation could also facilitate the founding of interest groups around local

issues, leading eventually to active participalion in the political urban areas. A diverse

population, a cultural mixture of people -~given a common misfortune or political injustice -

will be forced to group and unite if they are to address a common threat. Non-active peoples

will possibly unite into a potentially 'alarming' voice of opinion and action. PAGAD in the

Western Cape is a prime example of this. A series of interest areas (namely drugs and

crime), have united a diverse group with a common goal which has resulted in major

participation - v,;thin and without the law - of a diverse mixture of cultural groups.

"Tile question must be asked vvlletller in reality fragmentation is not cnly a mechanism of

exclusion, but also and foramost a means of resource r=distribotion and political

dynamisatlon, although uniruentional, 'We need more slums' was the provocative tille of an

article published some years ago in tile New Delhi newspaper, "Tile Indian Express", stressing

how tile llleqal one offers the rural po , the opportunity of improving tile quality of their lives

';Iljniliealllly; I>y contrast it is the quality ot lile of the rich that is negatively affected,

npelled as they are to put up witll the waste, and crime", (Balbo· 1993). The middle

classes are cauqht in between - the rich can move vvllere Ihey wish, while the solid, midd!e-

class citizen is restricted economically and is more affected by devaluation of property and

tile like. A prime example is the public outcry in Randburg, a suburb of Johannesburg's



Fragmentaiion creates an e 'f!.l i'.'IIl within Ihe city. "The question must be asked

northern suburbs, whell a low cost housing project was proposed adjacent to a white middle-

class area. It was argued thai this would cause the property prices to drop to such an extent

that people V\'Quldbe unable to sell and relocate.

3.10 Fragmentation - an energy to he exploited or consolidated?

whether in reality, fragll~:::,' on ,..> I,ut ,,,1IY;;1mechanism of €:xclusk'll, bu. also and foremost

a means of resource redistribution and political dynarnisation, although unintentional". (Balbo

- 1993)

There is a unique quality and energy to the rneetinq point between the formal and informal

sector and the developed world and the developing world, Unique in the sense that it only

happens in developing countries and has the potential to be a remarkably rich experience.

Previously Hong Kong, and to an extent, Singapore, have utilised this meeting point and

cross-over to their advantage. They have utilised it as a tourist opportunity. Tourists can

shop in the Third World sector immediately adlacent to the First World where they safely

reside and experience both.

3.10.1 Informal Economy

Recognising the inlormal economy, and the role the informal economy plays in terms of

supporting the formal economy the beginning of accepting the reality of the fragments of our

society. The informal economy is neared towards subsistence, in most cases, and the

protection and unity of the family unit. All members of the family and extended family

combine and Vv'Orl<towards the common financial benefit of the family on a sustenance basis.

They all need to contribute in order to Iwf'p the family sheltered, clothed and fed.

3.1D.2 The Family Unit

The family unit is one of the components that makes up the neighbourhood, characterised by

the co-operation of living together and sharing labour necessary for existence. The very

fundamental element of gemeinschaft is the relationship between people, homestead and

land.

This relationship in developing cities has been systematically eroded and destroyed. The

relationship of people, homestead and land has been exchanqed for existence and

subslstence. In tile process of migration and urbanisation, there has been a systematic

destruction of the fundamental elements that have held lndiqenous societies together.



The very vlements that. over a period o! time. huilt up layers of human society. are based on

!lleJf tustoric memories of clan and culture, Fundamental laws goveming behaviour V\.1ttlln

different trtbes, based on custom are the basis of a society. (Tonnies)

This applies to a society thai has developed over many years, which while subject to wars

ami plagues. has developed into a civilised society and structure. The fragmented society

has heun lorced to isolate and separate these layers in order to exist. The language culture

and creed of the city is t)'JinO re-invented and re-established by the informal sector. The

lanquaqe. treasures and meaning of land and buildings, have had and are developing. new

;Jnd di!fell!l11 meanmqs - menmnqs relevant 10 subsistence rather than existence.

"Tl1l' IOV,11vvilll II'S lan[jll<loes. cultur e ami creeds as w!'1i as land, buildings, and treasures.

leprl'~;p!11sSOIllt:tlwl(j \\111clloutlasts the sequence of qenerations". (Tennies)

II the vel y base etements 01 !lIP I0V\.11lcltyare being eroded and Iragm. . ad, then the

elements \\ilicll should be timeless and untouched, become fragmented and ccnseque lily

under pressure lor re-interpretation.

101 developing countries there has b, en a gradual erosion of the family unit. rather than a

reinforcement of the unit. Little or no recognition has been given as to how the colonial and

post colonial Situation has systematically destroyed the family unit.

3,10,3 Diversity and Standardisation

One of the .najor problems with tile siluatlon that most developing countries are faced with is

tltat erosion of the extended family and the family unit. The diversity vvilllin the economy is

too limited to offer tile opportunities required. This is further hampered by the insistence of

standardisation. Siandardisation of building regulations. health and educational requirements.

space norms, etc.

Standardisation is sn easy way of controlling general issues and assuming that from a

bureaucratic aspect, litllp if any extra work is required. The question remains as to "what is

tile standardisation. and If,hatlev,,1 is being aspired towards"? The levels of water purification

should be questioned as to whether tile standard required is appropriate. Roads and service

provisions suffer a similar fate. A major proportion of the economy is spent on follovving

slaml:l!(js tllnt could well be 'lowered' Tile local situation and delivery requirements should

dictate service levels ami basic needs, as \vell as how and what should occur. If people and

their habitat am 100 starutardised, there is liltl(~ room for diversity and individualism.



Diversity IS one of the keystones of sustainability. Single U5d and highly specific standardised

elements do not necessarily encouraqe or act as catalysts. The East has achieved a iligh

level of 'local tourism' and consequential tourism through its development of the diverse

nature of its economic sectors, and recognition of the different needs and requirements of the

population.

3.11 CONCLUSION

Fragmentation has been used throughout history as a mechanism of control and political

manipulation. The city first took rorm as the home of a god: a place Vlhere eternal values

were represented and divine possibilities revealed. Though the symbols have changed, the

realities behind them remain. We know now as never before, Ihat Ihe undisclosed

potentialities of. life reach far beyond proud algebraics and contemporary science.

(L.Mumford 1987).

What happens Vlhen those gods no longer exist? What happens when those gods no longer

have a relevance? "The city is a place where a small boy, as he walks through it, may see

something that teUshim vvhat he wants to do !Mth his whole life". (L Kahn - 1986), but vl'hat

happens if those dues and symbols no longer exist? As service levels continue to drop and

the politicat wll to govern fluctuates, so the outcasts and t Ie politically unacceptable remain

on the periphery of the city. Until such stage as the poiltlcians come to terms wth not only

the peripheral city, but the real city, and legislate it accordingly - fragmentation wll exist.

There wll always be two cities - the formal and tntorrnal. For as long as the existence of the

informal city is denied, the longer the consolidation of the tala I city \Mil be delayed.

"Ultimately the responsibility for making cities liveable rests wth meir governments and their

people. Too often gOVt nments become corrupt systems for dispensing benefits to agencies,

employees and potitlcat supporters. If governments can learn again how to serve the public.

they can regalfl a mighty power - the power that comes from harnessing the combined

irnaqinations and enterprise of miilions of human beings". (Time Magazine - 1993).

3.12 SUMMARY

Fragmentation in third world developinq countries has resulted in the denial of access to the

urban centres, economy and government of a large majority of people. The very people

requiring aid and assistance are often used as political footballs, and are often ignored and

marqinatised in design and planning projects.



Thorn are unique problems facino local urban deslqr .s in developing countries - unique to

tilt' third workl - and little understood in the first. The challenge that faces the urban designer

IS 10 acknowtedqe ami understand tho theory and philosophy that has developed in all worlds

ilnd apply IIw theory. with reference to the local conditrons and culture, and build on the

tounuation established.

~(O
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PART FOUR

THEORY ON URBAN DESIGN IN DEVELOPING CC, •.JTRIES

4. INTRODUCTION

Itus chapter explores the design anc theory thai has been employed in developing countries.

It sets out to ascertain Vvtlich theones have worked, and vvtlicl1 have failed, and v.t1y. The

purpose of this exploration is to arrive at a set of design principles or a framework that can be

applied to OJ local example.

"Architecture, planning and urban design must under normal first World conditions solve

elusive problems, characterised !Jy a multiplicity of possible intc'1retations. These qualities

are exaceruateu in developing countries, ""here the urban design';"s and/or their training arp

usually exotic to the operative cultures. Consequently cities l;h: Cuidad Guayana and

Dodoma are detached from local cultures mid their spatial expressions. P. method of

leCOlll1m:ltl1!' dusiqn proposals with their cultural context is neeoed so Ihat meanings

attributed by designers can be pl''Jlicly debated before construction commences, and be

validated or rejected". (Boden - Journal of Architecture and Planning - 9:4 - Winter .992). A

line understanding of both the global 'M.lrld and Ih~ local conditions and a dialogue between

ure !IAO needs to be established in order to create a solution that is appropriate.

4.1 RICH/POOR COUNTRIES

Developing cities can be categorised in many different ways as has been described in earlier

chapters, but a further distinction within this categorisation is rich and poor. Not only in the

sense of economy, but in terms of resources. A poor country can be poor accnomicalty - but

have potential, either mineral, cultural, tourist or human resources potential vvhich could affect

the development potential - and the affordabihty of realising (his potential in terms of the

desirability and economic viability of developing the resource. The problem arises 1A41h the

nature and physical form that that development takes. If foreign capital is funding the project,

It tends to reserve the rig')t 10 impose alien perceptions and standards on the local culture. the

scheme and its SUppIlNS.

Local expertise is not highly regarded - but rather a certain scepticism exists in terms of

entrusting foreign funds (0 the 'mcapabStles' of local expertise. Local expertise is seen as

Simply atltling local colour and Ilavour, rather than ~.dding anything meaningful to the overall

contribution

38



4.2 Perceptions

"All indepentton: obsarver s !d ensily cOllclude tnot urben dssign ill tile First World is in

SOIllO disarray. Many of the achievements anelinnovations during the 1960's and early 197£)'s

of theotisis like crone. Appleyard end Lyncll, nave been overlooked in a retreat into cosmetic

"sconograpllic" approaclJes; ideological or selt-iu rg')l)t manifestos am treated as dogm(l,

and tim commodification of signs entt symbols conitnues "Buc/mllan, 1990 and Nyberg, 1988).

Sennett (1976), Poetiie (1911?), Nylmrg (1988). end others argue tllat tile fundamental

(lifticlIlty lias witt: tile (lisconnGction of tut al'(1 (Iesign from al) adequate cullural h1se. Scruton

(1979) hes explainer} Ilwt where science provides .m [//lelerslaneling of wllat is. and of cause-

etiact relationships, culture provicJostile mualls by wlucl: poopla acquire tne ability to deal

willI cncumstnncns. Emotion, beliefs and custom ere llarmonisflC/ tl1roug/l this process".
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II would appear as if one school 01 thouqht multi propose that it were totally acceptable 10

desiqn a city- reqardless of its oriqins and reqardless 01 local culture, and social science is an

exact science.

In tile Future of Cities (pg 19) Martin Meyerso~, says, "In tile Western World planning, like

Utopia has become suspect. SOCiety is too complex and knowledge too inadequate 10 aHow

men purposefully to plan their world, But planning of cities helve been exempt from this view.

Partly because it does nol threaten the equilibrium of economic and political power. Cities to

many appear \0 bn glmi"\J failures of (i3sign of the market place, and because cities appear

10some '0 be finite enough 10 comprehend and manage, the planning of cities has become

Institutionalised in western countries, with the obvious generalisations being made 'lvHh

regard to universallsauon,

Tim uenotns Uaillecllrom each Rand or Dollar (US), etc, spent, dilfers in terms 01 the interests

Ulflt are being addressed. There is not only a political emphasis, but a technocratic long term

direction that exists, reqardless of the day to day politics,
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"If urban design. thererore, needs to rediscover its cultural reels in tile First World, it is even

n.ore essential in many developing countries. Fir:,;t World urban design occurs in an

establisL.)(j, resourcerul culture ",Ath fairly homogeneous values. It is replaced in developing

countries by a mulliplicily of loosely related cultures, very limited resources, and institutions

ofton unprepared for change and seething urbanisation".

The ;it1ej~1srjenrf1>': ~'!rj' nnl ·1"11 <;.1'3, ~ .. . __ ,.,~ 1-'"",,,,,,,:; IIee WIll and consciousness
~....... r:h" flf Il,lm!}stead Garden
Suburb showing 1.:o0Iullo' ...... _~.. .
Station bott'Jm right "nd Flnchlcy Road
~atoway middle loll.
Right: Viow of Tc'C'::lr Fortune gateway
on Finchley Road,
Right: View of Contral Square dcs:;;'1cd
by Lutycns,
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and are thus llim! to predir.t (Hugh 81rellon 1978). Tholr perception of even's is different and

'lI','re are emBoss chains, seamless webs· the result is obvious, but \t,e Wily it WilS ac:hiuved,

detKltahle. TlHlre are diffcrl;l1t values. clr.ss()s, fniercsts and tastes. The cost versus henefit
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!S GIHerem acco.dinq (') perspective. Researcl to urban pianning needs political di-ectlon

as well as technical direction.

Space and tile way space is utilised difler<; from culture to culture - the English city square

In totally fjilferent rnearnnq and relevance to the public space in Africa. To attempt 10

!!'Cleatn spaces without redefining their meaning is to render them stertt-. or meaningless.

.J', r.ily v\ll!lloul defined spaces does iii;t offer any kind of promise ,,' urhan space visualises a

\\~lll<l ~\1i1dl is !jeneral as well as local. and thereby helps the buildings which serve public and

r:lVi,W (jwt'Hi, '!l 10 be rooted in the oiven environment. (Norbert schultz { - 1985. pg.70} .

•\ "flOl1<1 it' of t:o'ltt'xtually appropndte ue~;IDn prototypes (or practical and educational use.

:<'11"1,11 hllltli,II H;t' .thout itl!! role of lilt' dfscipfrnt., and 3 cultural environment usually 111

!1.111·';,I,,)f1 !: "til .1 qt'lllt'lfl,>cllaf! ',(lew', 10a \I('sl'lIsclJafl state, producinq radically conflicting

Pt'!Ct'p!!OI". ;,(111 f),HH:y plt'lewm:es (Appley,lnl 1980). Available data are also inadequate,

,\Ill! l!it'le ;u.! OI,;!:ldes HI emploYlllg many first-world techniques to correct these conditions.

Th"l"vd 01 <IlK '11,1Inlv, is therefore. qreatly exacerbated. (Boden 1992).

1

'E\I"r-y I!IIP!W towards tile shaping and orqanlsallon of physical space stems from individual

and social relationships. As for the 'complex paths' by which architecture and toVv11planning

tJrilJ[] about changes in the social structure. I want to insist an Ihis complexity; they are in no

n'sflPd straiqhttorward". (de Carle. G - 1991. pg.64) 13

, !.. I otnerns with design in developing countries are that the city is not made up of one

nomoueneous society, nut of many different peoples and perceptions and the essence of a

design framework is 10 identify these shared perceptlons.

4.3 THE PLLlRAL SOCIETY

In a culturally divided society, each cultural section has its OVv11relatively exclusive way of

life, wIll its own distinctive systems of action, of ideas and values and social relations. "The

ordering of space through cuildinqs is about the orcering of the relations between people. We

recognise society tnrouqh tile v\fays in v'J!Jich huilciings - individually and collectively - create

.1; Id order space" (Hillier ti. Hansen - 1981. Pg. £' 1) O;tan, these cultured sections differ also

II, !;IIHlli<l\W malennl LlIltUW and teclinology. (Vi G Smith, Tile Plural Society in the British

\/\lest Intfit·s. 1965. p s r). III apreement willi this notion t<ir.'1 divides the cultural city into four

Illustrations on opp(Jsit~ page
1 Figure ground of public sl'ace in 1677
2 Figure ground of public space today
3 One and two dimensional analysis of
Cornhill to Lombard street in 1677
4 Same area as figure 3 today
5 Axial map of the city in 1677
6 Axial map of the city today
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4.3.1 Government

Central to the concept of a colonial plurality is the concept til at one society soctat group wii!

dominate the others via governmental control. While certain administralive elements are

deleqated, the balance of power or controllinn positions are monopolised. Sou!h Africa has

been a prime example of this - a central gave' 'p.nt with bantustans carrying out the day to

day execution of government. with consequential endorsement.

4.3.2 Kinship and the resulting spatial form:

Today's cities tend to make and remake themselves. The vibrant forces that alters

distribution and connections of people and enterprise in the cl.y create a dynamic quality in

the physical city (Crane D. 1960).

The family unit and the interrelationships of the family are crucial to the role that people play

within this dynamic quality. How does the family unit occupy the city - and to >MIa!extent

does this form the structure 'Nithin the city?

Of the institutions shared by CJIIcultural sections, that of kinship is one of the most important.

The principal subsystem of kinship is the family with its extended kin. and the primary need

for the family is a form of shelter (Parsons, 1966. P.~2). As ciues are, at the lowest level of

definition. aggregations of people, 1I1eprovision made for shelter forms one of the most

important physical-spatial units in tne city. Ii is therefore appropriate to consider the

institution of kinship and its effect on dweliing form and physical-spatial needs. (King, 1976).

TI'c Iraqmentation of the family unit 'Nil! therefore have a major impact on the spatial form

and use of the city, as well as the recreational pursuits and educational development of the

community. Land tenure is an important (,Inment tnat further influences the occupation and

spatial configuration of the city. Lack of tenure can result in large peripheral land invasions

and the consequent formation of informal settlements \;\1111 resultant overcrownnn and lack of

facilities.

4.3.3 Religion

A further influence on the cult xe of tile city is ![;liUion. E 1,;1: cultural community will express

its religious beliefs differently. In Johannesbu (j. am many diffclinn religious

communities, Christian, Hindu. Jewi,;11.etc, each v,illi ,;pecific: sratial requirements in

tustortcally different sections \"Iitl1inthe cily - subsequently C)UlcHiJated by " 18 Group Areas

Act and by tile provisions of the forced settlement.

These different religious requirements 11;1" nxprcs;;c(j tl1em: s differently '':;1ii11ll tile city,

\fAIII a cons'.'qlh"IUal different and separate spa\!! irlterprd;ll." Ihe dornrnanc« Qf specitic



relnjious segments of the community over others has had a major influence on the formation

of city 'quarters' and fragmentation, either chosen or inflicted.

4 3.4 Economic institutions

Tile way of saving and dealing with money and assets. The colonial system has traditionally

been the formal banI., shop or domestic house and investments, vl/hile the indigenous society

has tended to utilise stockvels, local bazaars or property in the form of land.

The way money or assets are handled are a crucial part of the society, and the way society

structures Its formal lifestyle. Finance or the exchange of goods and wealth relate directly to

111'..! spauat use of the city. Johannesburg operates on t~'IIOmajor different levels - the stock

exchange which is an almost abstract exchange of wealth, and the street traders - Ihl1ich is a

dtrect find immediate exchange, and at intermediate levels Ihl1ich becomes a combination of

tile two.

How III at wealt'l and accumulation of assets is stored and rnaintained is an equally important

Iactor ill till! physical structure of the city.

4.3.5 Education and neatth care

In many developing countries the control of education has been a deliberate policy of

exclusion. Even within developed countries, education has been regarded as a privilege

IPlatell to class nntl aifordabifity. Access to education. beyond a certain level, has been

controlled politically - except Ior the extremely talented.

Health care has similarly been controlled. Only the very wealthy in developing countries have

had access to health care - at extreme cost. The people, MO';; financial need is far greater,

have been denied this care. Tile developed countries vvith highly sophisticated social welfare

systems have been forced to curtail tile benefits offered - at tile cost of the urban poor.

80c'<l1 s(!c:unly and euucation have always been at the basis and heart of any pOlitical

Cil111PW\lll A political p,uiy wnnting i~r:r'e~;';;to tile majority has more often than not, gone the

mute of pensions, health care and education as a vote enticer,

The tlt'h'~f of a poillicai and sociological i(jeal appealing to a common culture, uniting the

Ill'Opi!' III a ~,Iflle uoalls tilt! dream of arty political party. But Y\~)a! is a common culture?

4.4 Common Culture

All settlements involve the makino of place, making it a differentiated area. Its meaning is

necessarily based on cognitive schemata or ideals specific to the culture "It must be

tmlJilaLle and useable in terms acceptable to the culture", communicating symbolically,

4'2.



!hrouqh the environment. it must be an ordering system which has meaning, priorities and

preferences and communicates the schemata or the culture which are culture supportive, and

reinforce thi> social order as opposed \0 creating chaos of teohnolog.cat orders related only to

Hfestyl'3 and preferences.

Culh:;e is gained (or lost) through upbringing and education. It is a shared meaning held 111

common by aU members of a social group (Bchne'cer). A culture consists of dominant webs

(ioeas and habits) that generale in peoples minds - their behaviour and altitudes. The

tradition of common culture has through generatio,ls diclated how a member of a community

;:Jiii behave in any (liven situation, and has a set of (Illes for behaviour. even 10 tile extent of

imm\1ng what YOII should feel in an emotional crisis.

Amos Rapoport - On The Cultural Origins Of Sel!!emenls: 'somelhing must define wilal is

that common culture that binds people together. and differentiates between culture and

civilisation' .

Roger Scruton in TIle Significance or Common Culture (1979j, defines culture as........ '1t is

necessary however, to distinguis/l culture in tile sense in whict: a man may possess more or

Jess culture (cu/ture as tile outcome of a special process of education whicll may not be open

to every member of a SOCiety),from culture in the sense in wlliell different members of a
SOCietymay under certain conditions be ssio to petteko of a 'common culture', wnetever file

relative state of Illeir eiiuceiio». I refer to ('; 'common culture', ratller then to a 'low' or 'papillar'

culture (there are as many ways of refelTing to the phenotnencn as there are theories to

explain it). I do not mean to deny (flat a society migllt sometimes contain a 'cullure' wllieh is

net truly 'common' to a/l its members, but I00 mean to imply (and later argument will show)

tllal culture is essential:/ something snereii".

Alice, Bonita
VenllsVIl
(swooning
nude)
ceramic amI
oil paint.

For Amos Rapoport - c\ Ii!' hecomes

31.lIlicutzrway of life

a system a! symbols, meaninqs and cognitive schemata

a sel of adaptive slraleqies for survival linked to ecology and resources

A world view embodying an ideal. "leadinq to systematic and consistent choices" al:-;mpting

io gIve the world meaning. to humanise and order it through naming devices. seuternerns

impose order on the larger domain but are themselves organised into hierarchies 01 space,

centrality and structure, The human mind imposes order on the world, and ideas take on

physical expression, <" ceded with "mnemonic devices to relntorce expected behaviour".

(Rapoport - 197 )

~t~
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0101I Tlu- (1i1t'1lI11l<101 a common culture

Mass urtxuusation In South Africa, caused by the migration of the rural poor seeking If) better

their existence. <lnd tile repeal of legislation restricting Ihe movement of people, has placed

black suburbs tinder L. trerne pressure. An additional pressure was the establishment of the

single quarters buildings/hostels within these suburbs for the migrant labourers, Not permitted

to brino their wive;.>and families 'lvith them, these sterile quarters have been a major source of

dissatisfaction, resulting in violence and alienation, Traditional cultural lifestyles, phllosophles

and norms have been subjugated by the environment, vvith peoples from different cultural

groups and backgrounds living in the same area, with the only common bond being one of

existence Tile multi-cultural backgrounds that thesemigrant «orkers were erawn from were

not only local - [)'.It from outside the country. Even the basics of communication were

problcnuuatic, resulting in the development of a special language (a lingua Franca of all

lar,guanes) Tile only commonality was the situation they were all in, Further complicating

tim suunuon was tile Iact that some of tile migrant workers were contract labourers, and

",'Oulll on expiry of that contract, would be replaced with a fresh bunch. Communities had

lillie or no chanqe of forming any permanent structures.

The urban desiqner ;n Soutll Africa is faced vvitll a number of dilemmas. The cities are not a

sII10le !'ntity, but made up of a large number of groups of peoples, all with different common

cultures. Wilhin these cultural groups there is further separation, The migrant labour system

plus parochialisation, common to most developing countries, has largely destroyed the

common culture, and the added complication of developinq public transport, has further

complicated the situation. A migrant labourer in South Africa would traditionally maintain his

horne in tile rural area, and stay temporarily in the city with few visits 'back home', The

length of the stay would slowly erode the cornman culture, resulting in a new city orientated

culture. Witllthe ability to travel more frequently, (taxis, buses, etc) since earty 1980's there

WclS an opportunity to retain the rural common culture with little or no influence of the city

culture. The easier it is to travel - and on a mare frequent basis - the less is the influence of

the cuy. If all YOur 'leisure' time is spent in the country, then the time spent in the city is

purelv financially orientated, and there is little or no necessity for cultural interaction and

develop.nent. A conflict develops between a group - with the same original common culture

selecting enher to remain rural based or city based, and consequently a divergence of

cultures develops - those city based, and those rural based.

4.4.1.2 Tile orr-spring; tile lost generation

Wltll mcreasinq migration of tile 'l>1lOlefamily, two new generational types of c,:,ild developed

- those wllO remained in tile rural situation without parental guidance - and those wIlo came to

lile cities either to remain within circular marriages or to be sent back to the rural home.

Within these circular marriages, the second or third husband would often reject the children



lrorn previous marriages. If these children were 'lucky', they would be sent horne to be reared

by their grandporents (vvho traditionally were not permitted to discipline the children), or find

their way onto the streets.

In either case tile common culture - dispersed and i,lliOl1t tilrou{Jh education and upbringing,

vIas diluted. resultr 'J in a 'AiltJlp gennrallon 01 people with little or no common culture, a

culture in 'Ailir:11 extended family unit': are Iraqrnenled as they absorb tile un'versalising

cullum of the city.

Tlus has resulted in a section of 11mconununitv IH~irln totally !ra[Jlllentml from society - wrth

neither the Ideology or customs of tile society - or an underslandmq ami 'buy in' of either. A

oerlPration that did not and could not understand why culturally and ethically certain

behavioural patterns are v,TOng ami unacceptable.

,1i1 2 The imphca'Ions of the loss of com ilion culture

'Tile phenomenon of universalisation, while l.einq an advancement of mankind, at the same

lime constitutes a subtle destruction, not only of traditional cultures, which might not be an

irreparable v"rong, but also of tile creative nucleus of great civilisations and great cultures,

that nucleus on tile basis 1I':hicl1 we interpret life the ethical and mythical nucleus of

mankind". (Riccouor)

In Soutll Africa we h2' " a diversity of cultural people. Plannmg ami urban design are

confronted with a higilly volatile decision mill<;ng context. VvlllCh is very likely to be heavily

influenced by unfamiliar cultural values (Boden ~993). Our approach to urban design has get

to be>.on the lE:VC;of public participation of a specialised nature. Pure public consultation and

'transparency' is insufficient, the community must be involved in ~he process, and in deciston

making. The urban designer must learn to manage tile process, ami assist the community .n

discovering, interpreting and defining cultural rneaninq and identity.

The urban designer must remove the "mantles of their own culture" and allow the community,

through guidanr:e, to arrive at their own conclusions. The methods required for this guidance

include an understanding of the local community, its diversities and its ideals. Using historic

precedence, tile li. ban designer must encouraqe, allow and assist tint community to discover

its complexity ami diversity. Tile city should promote throuqn the urban desrqner a rich and

complex mix of intense overlapping conditions and r>r:!ivities in space so that urban

opportunities are maximised thrcuqh intense interaction and high levels of population support.

(Dewar & Uytentogaardt - 1991)
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Tile task tnat faces IJS is tile mestu: 'll the various heterogeneous characteristics of South

Atnca, mC()Uf1isinQtile dlf(erences, _'.:'J ItHough public participation and d'alogue, finding a

load forward.

We have 10 re-establish the mea. ;I'lg of urban space 'design V\~thin an appropriate

II;1I11PVVIlI!(

4,5 URBAN PLANNING !N DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

substannru numbers of people an. living within or on the edges of cities in spontaneous

s!'WenwlIts Tllis has and will become one of the predominant urban forms of cities in

d,'vl'!OI"'''1 C<HHlI!II'S (TIIIW Maqil/iP" 1993)

IV) LI!{Il~lallltl1oldill\Js held for speculative purposes,

v) IlI\JIl inflation,

VI) , IlIOI! lax delinquency.

PIClllnlll\J IS seen as tile plaything of !Jolilics, masterplanninq as paper planning developed by
'lie First World. which is rigid and antiseptic, drawn up by overseas consultants with :ittle or

no 1I1l11t')lstmldinaof tile local culture or value system and v.A)ich does not anew for

snm.taneous development. It lacks the financial aspects, us well as being orientated towards

!iw 1l1l1111l1illlce ol lnnd ownership. i. e. vested interest.

,I :' I ,,'I 1<1:1.11Jl(lll"n~~,

\OOWYl'! - 1973) identities six problems with olticial policies:

II llt'(jlect (Imlli[JII),

11) la,:k of POW!;!' to act:

1111 \;1111te[1aVililable Imancinq.

Polwlt Potter (1992). commented. "Regional and national planning irnperativ /3 (top dovlln)

and centre out must De viewed with caution; development projects must be based on

plll1c!ple'i of sustnmabuuy: a en cia! role is played by the slate and local state in terms of

policy - ! e. non-active collaborative policy; and there must be cognisance taken of the

unponunce of me informal sector in the urban economy,
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Ihere fWt;lls to be an end 10UH~era of direct association between urbanisation and western

j(lpas 01 lievelopment. Tile new approach (Potter 1992) is not anti-urban, but involves a more

pO~;lhv(! evatuauon of !tlfal areas and ways of life. II should be country and people specillc -

not \lPllerahsed

Top: Idea! Citl! proposed by Giocondo
Middle: Ebenezer Howard's
diagram of town for 30,000 people
Bottom: Diagram of section of
Howard's town.

Mm1H1Meyersol1 in the Future of Cities, says "city planning claims as one of its purposes and

competencies tile preparation of long range, comprehensive plans for communities. In

/I (/'I



St. Marlin's Lane, London shows what can be achieved with its rich mixture of uses
and enormous variety in the age and style of its architecture.

practice however. city planning has either ignored tile means (while still not pro;::>"ing

tunnamentat chances), or il has concentrated on the efficacy of means to the exclusion of

ends.

Planning in South Africa has tended to be a quest for control, with blueprints (or red prints)

earned out by a central authority to a specific programme. This programme has tended to be

of a political nature. rather than as an isolated method to address imbalances, a political

proqramme in terms of maintaining HlP. status quo,

4.G Johannesburq tn Context

TI:c building of a new democratic and sustainahle future for our urban systems and cities,

should be understood as a collective endeavour which requires the formation of a common

vision. inctudirm Hw mo.inhtics and specific r .. sions to be undertaken by the different sectors

of society, Ti:(} role and onjectives of diffeno,'t institutionalised forms must be clearly

constructed to avoid duplication and over bureaucratisation of the delivery system. (Albonico,

Boden - pg 154. 1995)

That South Africa and indeed Johannesburg is part ot a developinq country, and not part of

the First World, is without question. Johannesburg has however the uniqueness of having

elements of tile First World in terms or infrastructure and maintenance thereof. With the new

democratic dispensation. the avallahle financial resources have. and are being. redirected

fovvmels more politically obvious areas, and areas with 'polllical correctness': After years of

scqrcqalion and isolation from the global world and an economy in ruins, available funding

amI the ability to borrow is limited, Johannesburq was reqarded as a rich capital - rich both in

resources and capital (but that is no lonqer the case). The question of how these unlimited

resources are best utilised has become a political issue. Local expertise is tow in regard and

any project of significant value has its share of imported experts, This 'expertise' is often

bused on fly inffly out. and offer instant sotutions. vVlthout any form of local consultation or

transfer of ImoVv1edge,

Design is based firmly on First World principles wilh htlle or no recognition of local conditions

being taken into account. "If it worked in East Africa, Vv11Yshouldn't it work here?"

Johannesburq t" rebuilt itself every 20 years, based (in a financial dependency on mineral

wealth. but with the new government and consequential new political dominance and lack of

decision rnakinq, there is no direction. Tile local authorities have ground to a halt - either with

tim resignation of top ollicials - or tile walt and see attitude of the balance, or existing

incompetence and appointments of personnel to positions for Vv11icllthey have no experience,

HlP. decision mai<inn abilily has been shelved I

ImAAtI (If:,1(,tI lJHARTEIH" ""flIl 1'l'n
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A lurther complexity is the culturally divided society - divided in language, culture and

technology, turtner complicated by the migrant population. As with other developing ex-

1:0101\1<11 countnes. the control 01 health care, education and housing has been a process of

exclusion. as lIave financla! institutions and asset control.

While Johannesburg does not necessarily represent a true colonial city in terms of physical

layout, the socio-economic and political aspects of the city represent a colonial city in the

developing world. While Johannesburg does not have the traditional settler/local areas and

distinction, nor is it laid out in a colonial styre - it nevertheless has the basic elements of a

colonial city. It has a fragmented First and Third World (us and them) situation. It has major

settlements of urban poor at the fringes of the city, it has a formal and informal economy.
Education, religion, housing and public facilities are used as a political took to manipulate the

electorate.

Tne legacy the White Afrlxaaner colonialists have left their indelible mark. Major buildings

ami public spaces have been uesiqned with separation of the population in mind. The

necessary finance to reverse this trend is not freely available, nor is the political willpower to

manage open spaces and restrict inform:'!1 trading/taxis in place. The culture of boycoll on

tile payment for service is a difficult trend to reverse and this has further exacerbated the

fll1:1nCI<11situation of the local authorities

Tile elements of coloniallsation are with Johannesburg, they haven't necessarily been

retlected In the art, architecture and historic planning. Forced removal policies have allowed

Joh<llllwsllurn to maintain the American city image - of a grid city * but without the character

01 tile (;llIerent quarters.

4.7 Conclusion

Clob;11 ,,·t!I',llItJl.IIOf! IS no: an 01'11011 Illl the Tllinj World. The Third World cities are

flilldl()lIl1lij ,I'; 1II"c!I<IIlIS!llS lor gel1!'ld!ing employment. How then can we increase :heif

.lINllptJ>'l" ";lJldl'IIY? Tlu-re IS a lImited nu '1!Jerof jobs which can be generated in inclllstry.

TIll' V,hl 1ll,11(1Iltyo! nuqrams to the (;1+ ; will have to find work in tertiary and bazaar

,WilVllil's Any IIltelven!lon we make on the urban scene should therefore aim 10 increase

('C0I10tT\ICactivities m these areas". (Charles Correa - 1989. pg 21)

The redistribution that has occurred in South Africa, like many other colonia! developing

countries. is the return of nationals to their mother land - as well as the families of the settlers!

The urbanisation that has occurred has alarmed and fright.."led Ihe minority thai has

'successfully' controlled South Africa prior to independence.
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PART FIVE PRINCIPLES OF URBAN DESIGN

5.1 Introduction

Vmy often we fail to recognise fragments of tile neuv landscape because cur view of the fhird

World IS hotn limited and egocenlric. Althougll in the eyes of the welt-to-do citizen, the

~. 'latter slrug[Jlmo to sheller his family may be seen as an nnti-social element, from any other

pOlflt 01 VI" .. .ns endeavour is as marvellous, mturuve and socially positive as a bird building

a ne~.!. (C Correa - 1989 110.16)

As urban designers and as part of the structuring element of tile environment, how does the

'prolessional' address these elements and de~lgn for rher- , II .ndaed he does and can?

A (jeIIIH\ioll 01 v.1JaI IS urban desiqn probably varies from person to person, as does 1116

potential role lhill .111 urban (lesigne! plays v.1thin the community as well as within the urban

envlrofl'IWI1I.

Urban des:nn'

has a public tocus and IP'lltiple clientele

values process equally vvith product, i'Pcognising that 'It an urban scale participation

and pluralistic values require a different strategy from that for designing individual

buildings for specific paying clients,

entails p.actitloners vvtle tend to remain anonymous (Pittas, in Ferebee, 1982 - P.12)

is concerned with tile form of large portions of, or entire, cities. (Crane - 1960; Lynch

1981 and 1976; and Wolfe and Shinn - 1970).

The more unstable tile pc!itical and economical climate, the more tile urban designer needs

to understand the problems, different '!ievvpoints, and perspectives of the players in order to

best address tile options to create robust design that is capable of handling a changing

scenario. and <J changing interpretation of the urban condition

One of 10.;; major problems with the interpretation of the city is, what is the mental image of

the city If you are wealthy, there is one perception gained throllgh total access. If you are

poor - the less you are likely to know about the holistic city due to lack of access.

Tile basic principles of urban design remain constant, and in relation to a developing country,

need to be studied in comparison vdlh lessons learned and forgotter: : '/ developed countrles.

This chapter seeks 10 explore tile principles of Urban Desiqn.

l:Iot\om: Making the city clear and
legible. The Duomo in Florence creates
a landmark from botti distant views and
within the city.
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5.2 Tht) Common Perception Of Cities

'.jl)hy rs there confusion <IS to wi13tthe city is and should be?

"One reason is /ha/ mote oro many mentnl images of tile ci/y. If one is concerned wit/! an

area used by many diverse people, it may be difficult to set out tlJe common problems, and

these problems may not be central to tile concerns of anyone stakeholder group. Theretore,

t/Jese techniques are more telling in smaller, more homogeneous communities, or in dealing

witl! touris!s, wno are more dependent on overt visible clues. Yet, even in complex

me/ropolitalJ areas, cettein images are apparently very widely Ileld". (Lyne!! - 1950)

The basis of good design is to establish the commonality of the mental images, based on

local experience, not an imported and alien concept, nor politically motivated visions, both of

\:,11ichhave litlle relevance to reality.

Our collective perception of cities depends not on the landscape of open spaces, but of the

;,)lalionship of the built form 10 the open space. They lace a city v...iththeir voids - streets,

alleyways, avenues. marketplaces, plazas, underground shopping malls, parking spaces,

arcades, le~\o"BI tnanqles, parks, playgrounds, waterfront'>, railroad yards, tracks, rooftops,

hills, vall2ys, ways, bridqes, interchanges. In our imagination of ci'ies it is these open

ationship 10buildings rather than the buildings, that we remember. Theyspaces am! I'·
me the places wnere I'.~oplecongregate to wall, and shop and picnic, 10 play and bicycle and

drive. It is these places that we use and in wilich we encounter each other; wilere we meet

and enjoy and particlpate in tflat c: rnunat life we call 'city'. (The ColI~-::'ive Perception of

Cilics _ Lawrence Halprin). The desion of these spaces is critical if we are 10 avoid open

space hein(] merely left over space after building ..

The definition of these urban spaces, the logic and the uses are fundamental in the formation

of an appropriate urban langunge. A cily square in Italy has a completely different cultural

lJsag'~as opposed to a square in South African towns or villages, and is utilised in d totally

different way. The formal trader will view tile space in one v....ay wilile the informal trader v...i!1

hrve a different rationale for the use of the space. (Hab,·c:..:;enJ • 19(1:1 P f\f>\ n,..$ir~1

_, , .• _ .•.. ;,.;, "'il)' "ystt,n Ir, tlllman ir,terco!Jrse is to allow initiative and action in ;;)

shared world, to provide a framework v...ithlnwilich we can play "lut our idiosyncrasies against

"',e background of a shared context.

Tile important issue is that there should be a recognition in a developing country that a

common, shared perception of the city mig:lt be difficult to reach consensus on. There should

be n recognillon til at tile context is shared and must consequently allow for diversity. Dave

Dewar and R INlenbogaard in SA Cities· Manifesto for Change <1991) say .... 'it reflects a

..........~~...~~ ......~~.=........zn ~~ __ ~ ~ ~_.
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Ine rru. .,,('flam umet to follOW in
dosiUlllnu urban panes and squares is "1
IIlf,ellhe needs of loday. Mosl of the urban
parks and square ma, existlotiay do nDI
function properly because lhey were
(]!)signed tor a (Jillmcnl <1\)\,. Cenlral P::\r!\
was deslgrtnd for 1;10 social conditions ot
Iho ninClcenlt r.entury. Tho ,]0,1 was 10
create all ele ani venue .' r Ihe ';'JIJ<lHlly10
pnrade in Iheir carria', ..,. The desion of
Cenlral Parll relim:l" the .ornaruu, nostalqia
for nature 01the a[Je rrr dlii(;sted in a
pleasure qarden mair y servinq Iho
wealthy. lFr,Jdcricl\ Law Olmstead. Sr.
nlarlo sum Ihal hem drinl(ing was strictly
farbieJd.m: a favourite <JClivilyof 1M warlling
men wno rni)1l1 i1<lV(loojny<od Ihe p;ul<.)

'~odt~ nl ;~y1:w!li,l'JI/o(~rdiltcrent (lian

tile ninelcunln cemwy ...... ~.
rt)furtJisf1ing our urban parlls ilnd squares
to meet those needs. Tml<y pcopto'. ,nl
ptacas to eat (hair lun'·h. Ie ';p, "T'1i.te. ")

relax, to slroll, and 10sil down. Ttl(":n .ue
SImple needs which can ,'e nWIIJim; .. : ilnd
snlislyingly onco we recOnnilo an.. accept

Ih('1lI il

Dan Kiley

P'lh'y p;ilil

tJcw yl)lI~.I ,:1

MJCC(:~;~IIII! um.ru

paTI~tml i) ITH~rt

traCJITIt~rlll;'.illl\111

Mi,n~laU;jll
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. Human 5c..lo

Deffieftllal utben areas neve their own logic wilicil derives from their very raison d'lHre and

from tile needs of the people who live within them. These must be respected if urban

settlements are tv operate effiCiently and if Iwman living is to be facilitated within them.

Politics and ruling alignments will clJangs, but tile human issues raised by urban growth will

not; til Jy will not necessarily disappear with politice! change and they will have to be faced.

To ,ne degree that political ideologies or the politically-pursuud self-interests of particular

factions fiy in the face of ttte: urban logic, urban inefficiencies and social and economic

problems will resalt.

The individual and the Jami':, -
nOI remote instllutions or
gavc.rnmcnt am 1I1Cl measure
of community. Consolidated
plans should seek to eslabli'ih
human scala in tho physical
".:~igp. of neighbourhocds. in
economies by enhancing local
businesses, and in institutions
by decentralizing and
perscnalizinq services. In its
most concrete expression,
human scale is the stoop of a
rowhouso or the front porch of
a home rather than the stairwell

of a hiqh-nse; it is a cop
walking the beat rather than me
helicopter overhead. Human
scale ir, housing means
creating homes with
individuauzed detail, ider.tity,
and a sense of place. Human
scale if' economics means
supporting individual
entrepreneurs and local
businesses. Human scale in
community means a strong
neighbourhood focus and an
environment that encourages
everyday 'nteraction. Too often
the institutions that operate on
a lust-name basis arc
u;:';r"llnccd by lurge Hl1onynmw;
orqanlzations.

5.2.1 Government and Perception cf the City

Tne shared context and microcosmic view of the city should not be formulated by government

planning and driven by political ideo!ogy, but by the dreams ana visions of its constituency,

creating healthy enviror.ments. Wolfe (1970) argued that there was a profound difference

between tile products of a deliberate ernpnasis on design and the inadvertent consequence of

policies and strategies framed with other ends in mind,

If the city is to have relevance, it must have a meaning to its users. The ordering of space

throuqh buildinqs is about ordering of relationships between people. We recognise society

tnrouqh the 'Nays in Vdlich buildi,:gs individually and collectively create and order space

(Hillier and Hanson - 1984). The meaning of a city is conveyed through the clues, messages

and signals it sends out. Creating a strong local nctwo,~
01services, retail, civic, and
comr-ercrat uses is central 10
puttinq ptlysical identity and
human scale back into a
neighbourhood. Human scale
in community means fl stronq
neighbourhood tocus and an
environment that encourages
everyday interaction.

Tllrollgil tile couecuve memory. tile urban structure intentionally develops its own ideas of tile

city {I) this sense, tile c;ty is always its own purpose.

7I:e 'idea' tllat eecti city Il8S of itself is tile guarantee of its continuity. It always represents tile

union between its past and its future; it hes tile same role tr,at memory does in the live» of

encn person. This icfea is guarciea by tile iflstilutions citizens create. ANi !/lrougtJ tlleir

specific ways of operating, institutions choose ttie image of tile city in time. This is wllat Aldo

Ross/means wtten ne says tile city itself is its own purpose.

DiverSity is a key concept for
crnatmg resilient economies
and rich local cultures.
IlrHcrcneneous conunuruues
have qualities that can
generate opportunities for
mdivtduats and families. For
exarnpte, mixed SOCia'

econorn c neighbourhoorJs can
provide a range of positive rote
rnooets for stru9nlin9 youths.
and neighbcurhoods wilh a
broad age d.stributlon can
attain stability by ailuwing
people to agel in place. The
greatest chal!enges and
opportunities exist in
neigtlbo'JrhlJorJs wilh cultural
and racrat diversity.

But \Mil these charactenstics - this innate decency which takes centuries to create, and whicll

presumably rs one of the main fallouts of that process we call civilisation, survive the julting

demo.jraphlc changes that are laki,lg place, and tor how long?

Are the rnessaqes of tile city still recognisable and comprehended?

S~

Communities should scet ....
balance i:1 lhair economic,
pnvsrcat, and human
development Balanced !iOClal
development requires
divmslfying the jOb base rather
tl.an beconunq dependent en
(lny one nalcf employer or
market, Pl ~)I";or private. II
m~c;H~c-oanno i~..Ils ;11 •nany
scales local and urporiJtc.
servtce-orronteo and export-
directed. Supporting new
start-up t.usinesses as well as
preserving existing
enterprises is part of the
strategic planning necessary
tc- a balanced 10(;31 8COIlC'TlY·

. Batanceo phys!cal
devE.:IOnm~:nt means plannirig
mixed-use projects that
ir'tegrate the soclal and
commercial centres of a
neighbourhood. It means
balancing the car wi!h
effective transit svstems and
opportunities fer the
pedestrian. Balanced
neighbourhoods bring t09"thcr
the social and commercial
centres of the community

50 wnat do we learn from all of this?
One. an irresistible urge to structure
the world so that it fits our
dlagrammatic principles. What is
wrong with suburbia? ·,"hy do we
- 'tually have to design it out as in the
Essex Design Guide? Why do we have
to build things lmo oppositions when we
could resolve these elements? The
basis of all this may be attempting to
achieve some kind of narrnonlous
distribution which is always a myth. My
favourite version of the plan of Mmon
Keynes is one which doesn't attempt to
actually distribute jobs, it just states a
town and size, this many jobs, this is
how you get about, rather than binding
things down, which we have to do
inevitably in the real world. In some
ways it is a much more satisfactory
notion to "lay with as a balance
between imagination and reality that
should make this game satisfying and
exciting. II
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5.:' The Messages Of The City

If VI2 believe that the clues and messages of the city (Rapoport) am necessary in order to

allow people to comprehend and make changes, then the message system needs to be

understood anti used and built upon.

Scoll-Bro'Ml (1965) describes city messages as existing on many levels. Functional, namely

assisting in directions, place names, or they rna}' be expressions and symbols for the city user

- its culture values and aspiratlons, mysticism and philosophy, its institutions, its technology.

These messages can also be of a geneml nature with a meaning to all Of of a specific or

personal nature. The message system of a city IS a complex tapestry of interwoven levels of

cornmunlcation. Even elements such as roads give clues and messages, The rhythm of the

street give a subconscious ciue as to the nature of the street and acts not purely as a

movement system, Jut gives dues and messages as to its nature.

Civic ~
__ '~lf,lt~

(""'" '~'1'i">,.. __. r;'VJ __ ,<!:->S. e'rI'-
" :il'---,.,_"" 1lJ>"~:o
",<:>"-..? o.9Y

. oQ-
-. O-Q/
'"~O?,,

People tend to think of paths, destinations and origin polnts: they like 10 know YvtJerepaths

carne from and where they lead, Pat.is with clear and well knowi origins, and destinations

have stronger identities and help tie tile city tcqcther, and givE' the observer a sense of his

hearings wtwrever he crosses them. Lynch K (1930,: 54)

Residential ~~"",

()~;rt(~~:?~ -,
<~~~~)

'\ 4:1~~"""""'-"!8i'.~

Lynch sees the messages of the city in three basic ways in his book "lrnaqe of the City", the

mer.iJingflll facial cnemctettetics of blli/dmgs, spaces, or other artefacts; by relalive location or

place witllill a I<nown geographiC area or a me,norable sequence of physical events; and

obviously, fJY means of verbal signs and ouier overt lJeraldry".

Commercial
r: -.- ..~.-''''-..

"', ~~",~Jift)\:::lftl@l;;P.q!0~k' -i"1)9._. /'

" -c, ,-/'/

Crane defines the objectives of this lntzliigence apparatus as to:

provide the citizen wth necessary functional data

give a psychic feeling of how the city reflects one's own and others' values

reflect societal morality towards tile environs and the manrnature interdependence

organise Ihe capacity lor growth and change/permanence: clarify public city building

processes

provide ordered freedom for private city building and a structure appropriate for the

exercise ~f choice and tlilxible individual use (1960).

Ncighbjurhood

The 'reading' of Ihe urban environment by its inhabitanls is fraught Wllh the complications of

class, education and cultural orientation. Tile messages are there, but Ihe meaninq attached

to those messages might be confused and mixed. Highly literal implications and

understanding might be placed on symbolic messages, leading !o consequent

misinterpretation,

,_~



Til'] relationship between culture, world view, values, images, lifestyle and action (after

Rapoport 1978 ).

[=~~-LTUR~n]lWORLD VIE~~ C:LUES IIVIAGEI J ft::IFESTYLEl I ACTIVITIES ISCHEMA

These embody the This consists of ActiVity proper,

values and lead to manners, rules, how it is done.

certain specific choices. role Associated

choices. They allocations and activities,

provide 'templates', allocation of symbolic

resources. More aspects.

useful in relation

to the built

environment.

lImos Rapopwfs vrew is to provide as rnany cues and signs as possible to allow people 10

"make visible charujes and modifications to the environment at various scales .., as

inurviduals ami as members of different groups. They should be able to perceive and be

aware of others' activities and to relate these to physical form in a consistent 'N8y".

r., ;1fiillfl ~·.hDshaH' Tfus is relatpd to Par! of a world \~el,~'

,1 ...vcrld '..1t~~.~<, (de.lls and dlO!C()S. and ""SIC[ to

Identify. althougll too

complex to hnlc; the

chysical

eovuonn-ent. they

deal with relative

importance

assigned various

elements

~. ·llds and '-,)!ues and IS stIll very

~'wri:ch c.rt_;ate a d,ffrcult to use

<:".",ttm, of Hlie-s operatrvely

;ll~'t lUtJit~

Pnople measure their self kno\lV1edgeby \'\illat the average person in tiieir social environment

!qlm\~;of himself. WI1at IS commonly called sell-knovdedqe is a very limited knovvledge,most

01 it isdependent 011 social lar-tors or 1I'Il1algoes on in the human psyche (C Jung - 1958).

The rnessnucs transmitted in tile city are the cues that we wish our city to be judged by.

Mixed messapes result in a contusion, as do oversimplified messages. Oversimpliflcationl

multipliclly of function is not however to be confused v";lh cultural diversity and the potential

richness of a multi-cultural society.

A multi-cultural society will by its very nature have many clues and messages - and in a well

designed city a common or shared vision, or at least a vision that overlaps. This society will

have a richness and clear set of messages. A society that has neither a shared vision nor a

systeml of clues anti ll1eSS8nCS, or hr-s reduced the message system to a basic Vvt1ichonly

operates at a localised level, will nave a sterile environment. The richness and the many

(jiffef!mt levels at vvhich the message system that the city operates gives the city an inherent

underslandinq logic for not only tile local - !Jut for the outsider.

In deSlljllirlf] cities it seems necessary to encourage tile use of as many cues and signs of

human activity as possible· partly because multichannel capacity and redundancy is needed

!o ,~natJleI.lany 11I!]iH'f order expressions of conqruence tv develop. The clues can be read at

wlla'eVI~r level you choose

ss



Stephen Carr (1967) produced a three stage model for responding to the ciiy of the mind Vliilh

a view to achieving a closer fit between this and reality'

collect information on. the mental maps and schemata people have of the

environment. and on Current actions like!y to affect these.

rj,'velop a programme of action and implementation v"hich will strengthen these

unaqes via appropriate supports and constraints.

review the effectiveness of tile programme and modify actions or institute new steps.

He also produced a list of critena for the production of a good environment:

increase tile exposure of people (G a variety of environmental settings and potential

interactions

stimulate and facilitate exploration of the environment.

lI:crease perceptual accessibility (clarity and availability from many points) of city

101m.

structure city form to facilitate the various modes of structuring menial

representations.

enhance the uruque qualities of environmental settlnqs,

increase the relative exposure of city elements and setllnqs of highest common

significance, both functional and soclal.

increase plasticity and malleability of city form in response to the actions of small

groups and individuals. {Boden 1979:
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Tile cily should promote a rich and complex mix of intense overlapping conditions and

activities in space so that urban opportunities are maximised through intense interactions and

l11ghlevels of population support. (Dewar. Uytenbogaard - 1991) Veruce, Ite!v. The comiug togcth:a of different etementa or structure

ovot the :fiJl1..cc 01 the entire Cify creetee _ COmple);,

hier'" ·~ico!lY-dltrcmmtrat~d. but cquitllole. evetem of ACtc:J::•• ne; thu:J
0pp0r1unitV.The small groups - neighbourhoods Vliilhin the lillie r '.::cincts- provide diversity and richness,

ana their interaction stimulates the environment. lEIE=_)°n::;;_9:r-_:;-:;::~-:::.- I
/,-,CJ[_j:08C' 1;-'\":1;7.' !'\ r.."-._J-~
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5.4 Intensity And Diversity

Positively performing urban environments reflect a high degree of interaction between

components and elements of city structure. The application of ir.tensity and diversity can give

rise to a far greater range of opportunities and facilities, integrated through all spheres of

society - thus affor<lilln the poor easy access to opportunities and facilities. genemted through

tile resources of the more wealthy. (Dewar and Uylenbogaard! 1991)

The city is a great wealth of infrastructure - intrastructure that needs. especially in developing

countries, to be unused to its maximum. The intensity of the city has an enormous dynamic -

bul a dynamic tilal is only able 10 be realised if there is diversity. Single function intensity

0010(108, 1U1v. Th, urban 'Vslern otters degree, of '\\cct~cy lind

exposure bU1th., thoiCt:~ tem"in teel, in the ::10(130of pecpte not laving to

choo,e between one or tne ochor. but bl!.lcwecngtadahort3 0' each.

, Bcnteheuwet, C.pc Town, South Africa. Thi~ P~:lJ\C~h{"GtC'l \:ork,j,tiOtu

0' "eemeoeee-, which 'C!lU!t5 inevicnbly in atcr.rlty lind roonorcnv.

r -t. r" 1... ,'

Salt River·Wood!tock. C,~ Town, Th~ ~ULJCtUt.a! s¥lSlem. wtu,l) i,

hiQhlY foad.t.!e, Crelltes I wide unQo 01 ccnd.ttcru to whith different

.ctivities cln fe.pond. The tC1u1l. without .dmiflj:3tnhvCI intervet\tion. IS

o complex, integrated lend U10 paUern.

( A'?iP'2- \XiCN'f5a; A.y'}J!...~\\
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tends to be cyclical, i.e. offices U;'1t die in the evenirvj, The multiplicity and diversity of mixed

use - studio Ilats - !iving and working in the city, add to the excitement and consequent

sustamabiluv of the city

The greater the choice otlered vvithin the city, the greater the mixed use opportunities, the

more likely the city is to survive. The control of the space in the city is by contrast locked into

lIlequalHy This inequality (C Correa - 1989) is directly generated by the grotesque skew of

the mcome profile. The richer the population. the nreater their access, while in contrast the

ooor have limited access anu experience in tile public realm.

5.5 Structural Elements Of The City

(Dewar and Uytenboqaardt 1991) defrne the elements that structure the city and consequently

!Jive <lCCt'C:S as haVing trw follov';[10 hierarchy.

5.5.1 Public SpilG!~

Tile public space is the collective space in me urban system that is/should be integrated into

tne city structure as a resource Ihal is shared by "Ill.

S.S.2 Public Facilities

These are the elemenls structured around public space ranging from schools/community halls

to universities and hospitals These elements - part of the capital web - should be

strategically placed to maximise the use of public space, while minimising walking distances

ana offen!1g easy and convenient access by the constituent users. Public facilities potentially

offer an opportunity for private sector development due to the nodal attraction of these

elements.

5.5.3 Public Green Structures

Public parks, open spaces, and places of leisure, have the potential to create linear parks and

spaces that link and unite the city offering potential commercial opportunities.

Tile public open spaces that exsit IlVithin Johannesburg are under threat. The relevance in a

Third World of parks and public spaces is not under question, bL't rather how Ihese spaces are

used. Towards the latter years of apartheid in South Africa, and Johannesburq in particulr -

because of crime and safety - 'he public realm became almost a wasteland, Now more than

ever, 110: Dilly are these spaces IJein(J utilised, limy have become critical IlVith regard to the

overcrowfinq and limiled open space available.

From the period of ± 1951, Johannesburg and the state has systemmatically stripped the city

of major open space. Par" Station removed ± 20 city blocks of open space (Wanderers) and

never replaced it. tno open space and green park system of Johannesburg is there, but not



in an obvious structured way. Access to these implicit and explicit spaces need to be

addressed via transportaticn.

5.5.4 Movement Systems

Movement systems and/or public transport can either be politically a. td commercially

manipulated or can provide the activity paths that connect the city. This IS one of the prime

structuring elements of the city as access lJuth It)c<.dand regional IS pivotal to the functioning

of the city. Movement systems \0'.111dictate residential areas. public realm as well as

commercial development.

5.5.5 Commerce

Commerce is directly related to what is permitted to happen and Vvtlere. Historic zoninq

conditions, coupled with market pressures will dictate where these actlvitles occur.

Urban management strategies should focus on the collective structural elements of the city

and urban life, and on the nodes, barriers and edges (the restriction of the urban sprawl). The

resourcess of the new South Africa dictate that limited financial resources are available.

What finance or energy is available should be concentrated to do "as much as possible with

as little as possible". Concentration of resources into meaningful interventions rather tan a

thin spread is likely to achieve meaningful results.

5.6 Strategies

TIle complex social networks which take root in urban areas, many of which neve a defined

geographic focus, arc of profound significance. Tiley provide tile first, and frequently the only,

farm of social security and insurance; they are fundamental in processes of urban

SOCialisation;and they radically affect the quality or life of urban dwe/{ers. Again. tile way in

whicn urban management occurs can facilitate the sfl€OgtiJening ofthese ties or, in extreme

cases, can shelter them. This realisation reinforces file need to promote intensive cities, as

opposed to extensive ones. (Dewar and Uytenbogaardt 1991)

South Africa, like most developing countnes. has tended towards urban sprawl, rather than

intensive development. As Crane rightly says, "the city should be a city of a thousand

designers" - and design in this context nol only means the built form - but the experienced

form and consequent quality of life. Urban management strategies need to a idress the city -

or urbanity- at various levels; Dewar and Uytenbogaardt 1991 describe these levels as:

5.6.1 as individuals, with their specific needs to be urbane,

. .. ," ~ .. ' ~. .



5.6.2 as access elements, i e. they allow through their structure enhanced access to activities and

processes of urban life;

5.63 as diversity - the more interaction and urban opportunity, the more positive the urban

environment (Dewar and Uytenbogaardt 1991). The need for access demands a high level of

activities within tight areas. The environment created requires a complexity of support, i.e,

highly specialised elements \Mthin a relatively small area. The more intense, diverse and

complex an urban environment, the more accessible the city is to spontaneous and

unexpected activities to occur.

Johannesburg in particular is facing the challenge of this phenomenon - a multi-cultural local

<mel national scenario - as well as urbanlsation from other African nationals. The city must be

able to absorb and cope Vl1ththe complexity of creating identity, while on the other hand cope

'Ni!1! tile; ,Jlilical balance of addressinq tll<; needs of the constituent peculation.

5.6.4 as integrated part and elements of the city. "Tile essence of urbanity is tnet, witll i,'creasing

aggio'neration, individuals, groups and communiiies can benefit from a greater range of

oPPOftunitiesanci facilities tnen can ~ Jenerated by tlleir operating in isolation.

5.6.5 as community - Tile concept of community is a complex one. In essence, it relates to creating

a sense of identity and belonging - a sense of absorption into urban life. Urban dwellers

~ecome part of many communities, many social alignments, in tne course of tlleir lives and

tile nature of these varies widely. No si,1gle concaptualisation is possible, nor is there a
simple correlettcn betwef~ncommullity anci space or territory.

The urban environment must be sufficiently robust to create a mechanism that can absorb the

multi-faceted cultural peoples into a homogeneous system.

5.7 Urban Growth - Strategies

lnuivrdual space and pnvate space has become more favoured than public institutions and

collectivo spaces. (Dewar anc Uytenbogaardt 1991), Public activities 118ve become

supPQI11Verathe.. than dominant. Tile residential stand alene function has become the

Iflfonnin(] factor and tile systems that connect the residential components, the all important

'1l:
vr ;.', Iif~r':T-fi(~
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ii) The second is to seek to inteqrate urban acnvities and land uses. rather than

attempting to separate them to the (lreatesl deqree possible

'1
institutionsbut simply upon separating thqm; each institution becoming an isolated, frequently

introverted, event.

Tile urban shopping centre is a prime example of this. Rather than being an experience

during the course of events, it becomes the main event.

Urban growth, and the control of that grlJwth is based on the concept nf 'good city form', but

ultimately, the responsibility for making cities liveable rests with ball, their governments and

their people. Too often those governments become corrupt systems for dispensing benefits

to agencies, employees and political supporters. (Time Magazine - Jan 11 1993)

There is an urgent need to focus urban management attention on the collective dimensions of

urban life. Particularly important in tllis are the public spaces. Positively-made and

celebrated public spaces are the essential social infrastructure of successful !II,"jJl

environments. They are tile places throug/1W/lic/l people experience the city and engage,

both formally and informal/y, in its collective life. Tiley are the primary elements affecting tile

quality of cities as experienced by al/ people.

Dewar and Uytenbogaartit (1991), suggest five changes to conventional management to

make the transition back to urban and public spaces as an informing and structurinq element

rather than the isolated residential components.

I) The first is to seek ::oltially to implode urban growth rather than explodinq it - compact

the cities.

iii) The third is to seek continuity ot urban development, in order to allow the cities to

operate systematically. rather than promoting fragmentation. The difoQ~!.1"~ ehcw ;he common jofm 0' unccntrclred urban "pr.wl
.00 too I)o!C~8iiY to U:'ide:n.k.e remedial .clj,;,m. such n tho creation (If

Ufb.n pork" to m.:nt.~:-; ellen. remnant of Contact with natura.

iv) 'Tile fourth is to (')(POSP mor» intensive activities by allowing them to respond to

movement routes v'"tlichconnect local areas. rattler than introverting them within local

areas. (AflQ'Z.- U~T~e.()~~T l'3<)\)

v) The fifth is to return to viewing collective spaces ami places as the basic building

blocks of urban systems, rather than tocusinq almost exclusively on the Individual

housing unit.

COI-l'feoL. oF- U~ ~~l.-
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In the S'Juth African situation, Vvith such devastating Imbalances, and past policies, the

current political focus has tended to be on the specific - rather than the j ieral, for obvious
reasons,

5.8 Conclusion

There are a number of lnmnslc elements Vvhit::hinform the city - our city of Johannesburg - as

to vvhal the different users of the city want, need and share as their perception of the city, and

in contrast, the message system, be it implicit or explicit, of the city.

The 'new city' has a number of different tenants and the 'old' are leaving, not liking the crime

and lack of control of public spaces Vvithin the city. The city is however alive with a new

vrtnancy and mixed. intensive use, however this tends to be localised.

Cities are 100 often regarded Simply as collections of smaller environments. Most traditional

deSign ideas {shopping centres, neighbourhoods, traffic intersections, play spaces, etc) reflect

this tendency It is usually assumed that well-designed neighbourhoods, with good roads and

sullicient shoppinq and industry. automatically produce an optimum settlement. As another

example many planners are likely to think that a beautiful city is simply the sum of a large

series of small areas which are beautiful in themselves. (K Lynch/Rodwin - 1958 pg 203)

The developing city must not be seen as a series of parts that work and don't work. To isolate

one area (precinct) and 'make it safe' is to exert extreme pressure on adjacent areas, and

merely transfers and exacerbates the problem.

In South Africa - and Johcnnesburq ill particular, we have neither developed a collective

perception of the city (either socially or politically), or rationalised the message system that

the city transmits.

Tile intensity and diversity within the city is localised and concentrated within specific areas,

The balance of the city is a wasteland. There is no clear policy that unites this fragmentation

into a cohesive and clear city wide scale. There is further a political fear that the diversily

that is developing is a threat to financial investment.

The tra!!rr.enlation that characterises most developing countries has become particularly

highli~Jhted in Johannesburg at all levels. Our planning, both physical and political, has

become fragmented and dealspnmarily wiih resultant not causal elements.

WilHarn H Whyte in his paper (The Conservation Foundation, WaShington DC - pg 61), says

"W/la are tile 1I/)('9sirai)les? For most businessmen, curiously, it is not muggers, dope

(0\
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(Iea/crs, or trllly c/angorous people. It is tim winos, tlereticts wllo drinlc O[lt of 1m/{ pint bollles

ill paper /Jaus .. tho most Il[j(Jl)/ess of till) city's flliJr[1I11DIpeople, but a symbol perllaps, of

wlla! one 1111[1/1tbecome bu: for the grace of events. For retailers, tile list of undesirables is
considerably more inclusive; there am tlie bag-women, pcop/e 1'1/10 act stranguly ill public,

'hippies', teeneqers, DIcier people, sirec! musicians, vonriors of allldneJs.

The preocGupation willI IIncfesirah/es is a symptom of i)llo;/wr problem. Many cotporelion

f)XCClJlivcs wno maIm Iwy r/cciSiollS aliollt tim city hnve slIIplisingly little ocqueintence willI

tJi,} life of ils streets and open spaces. From tno train station, tlley may wall( only a few

1'11)[:1«>/)nfo/l) nntcring thei: IJlIi/ciing (or III /II() case of Jotumnosbunj, drive diroctly into tile

basemon: pilr/(ing of theu' bllllc/ing - never to walle tbe city), beceuse of tim extensive services

wit/lin tile Ill/ilf/ing, som" cloll't venture out (lntil l. , It.' 10 go home again. To them, tile
unknown city is a place of clanger. If tho« 'wi/cling lias " :'/aza. II is lil<ely to be a tlotensive
mw tho: tlwy will rarely use themselves.

Fml' ot/lm.') will mllwr. Placns e/esignc(/ with (lis/rust flat lV/Jar they were looking to: ancl it is in

tnem, ironically, that you Will most lilwly .--1 a wino. You will finel winos elsewhere, but i/ is

tim empty places tlJP.Y ()rofer. i/ is in ih: empty places (ilat tllOY are conspicuous - a/most as
if. unconsciously, (/10 e/()siUIl was (;oniliv!)c/ to tual«: tlunn so,

r;(~ilr puwo« itself. IIiUIIIV ()IiJ/J()rilt(~ c!ef(~IJSIV()flil~il:;1Il0~; ilW illl illCll(;iltor lilil/ il Gorpora(,oll

11llUilt c1uar ou: of Ilw crty en(lmll" (W,J/i;1II1 N WI!y/C! Till) Conservation FOllllcfaiioll.

Wash;;mton DC)

IJ\Jnhave developed a tendency in cllNelop!nq countries to overduslqn • to desipn a product,

'hill in First World countries has taken centuries to develop, Ihat has the same characteristics

and comfortable finished feelinn. \Mthoul noinn Ihrou(jll the many dillcring uses.

We qlillly ;;;::.. of layerinn the City into 1I'laliol1shlPS 111,11ilfl~h~:'lllp In Its \l51~rS In order 10

pnJli'(le quailly \"JllllOlIl1\eCl~~;';;lllly11l\(h~I~.I"I1(hll!lllwIl'v\'I~; of \lIP \lSPI!;

"A slimlitalinD and complex DIl'JIHlI111Wnlcan rulease a vel narular response of individual and

collective enerqy (Crane, 1960), "hul if tne majorily of the users of the c'ly are Iruqmented

and isolated Irom the 'main stream' and have no access, wl1al energy are you releasing?"

In tile next chapter. the intenuon ill to lay the foundation for re-wliling Ille fmgmenled city and

;Jd{lw~;!,ill[l tile issue of robust rrunirnnlistic (fnsiUIl tlml allows for incremental develonment, tile slow

I;lyms nf cultural development til at allow tlu. 11th ~ domain to be utilised willI varyinq deurees of

jflh~Il!;il\', Y,W10!Jt heino a 1I111);lt to Ill(! First World element.

() :;':~
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fi.1 IIltlol(uction
: !H'I" I', a ~;yl1dl()1l11'conunon to most thud wold urban centres. Each seems to consist of t'NO

dill!') H11 ':Ilil~';, I'IJP i~; tor IIw poor, another (inlmlocl((!('. wilh it) for the rich. AltiloutJh these

\c\\) \;'.~lIl{f<>occupy qUIte separa!t~ h.:llllolie,;, ricll ami poor enjoy a symbolic relationship is not

d!',"<lY~;IlIldt)I~:t()()[1 by tlw rich, V'.1l!1often overloDk tile fact that ihey need tile poor to run tile

{ltv _nDI to mention till'll ()\i\11II(lll~;pllOlds (C corrun, 1989 - PrJ92)

Tlw !uqllll'nla!IOI1 tiEl! W(.~,!sI'; (In iv\U levels. The frrst is (Iclitwrate - p'lli!i(:al, economic and

';"uai Tiit; ';n;()lld I!, Ie'" 1J1lV:lHri It eXI~;ts implicitly. Tim passive role of riot

lind "',LlllcJlIllj, 'l! tWill,) HI d position II' u(][j(;r~;t:]mj the (',i(ferent levels of access mto tile

tI: h:m ':,tU:l!iClIl, and In ~,(ll!1eIfl~;ti:nces, tlw lack of access

UIt!:111 dt'~,[!l" 11fl\,!,ltc; ;It a \!('llt'l;lI h~Vl"1;l~iwl'lI as a ~;p~"'.ilic. It i~;arguably a problem witll

.: l( j<;t d(,~~I~!
JI' !<\ld [0 oVt;rdl;':lljfl and Dvm illlliLl, ,;;!t~' SqW1Jus and the public maim ill

[\1\°1'" Ilave \;1',('11 many \l"rH'latloIlS 10101111 and attain tlwir riclul!!ss. Tlwy cannot w:tlicv(l

tlu-. {lvPllilqht _ nor ~;llOll\dVi" III lIH~(kvelol'lll!) countries, attempt to recreate a uevetoped

!!dUIl ~,fllulj('n 1l'Jt'IJ)l!jlll TI]f; dl'I,iqI1"r r1n:~;1II" prupureri to d'~si\ln robllstly - with onouuh

{I',jI1', to '.llti'JP',1 ll':<lqP and tlCCllpdtroll - IH)I W.lll !;uff,clPlll fleXibility to allow for COIllIllOIl

li',\"II",'L ,'un ,lilli II':<I(W'; r,,)1 rW<:""~;illlly t:()r\c'~lv(!d by tI]() desiqnur, but accomll1()(latcd tor

11" .j,",l\JIi

Irt!:III pl:IlIIlP", !1<I\''' Idi' Illilily yeill~; dla~;t:d!l1P "{\Ill·.;IIC'lIl dn'iun" 111ttwir planllinn efforts. II

11:1'. 1'.lIltl ~,III(',t~ t]l I'll il'iliiset! lililt till'; (olin of dl!v,~lop.n{!nt is ,;lml,ly not sustainable due to

IIw !,wl !hill 1111'PI,u",':ary rt~',IlIJ!':P~,arl~ bEYOlid lhe menns of most economies, Citins are

tlH'I "1111"1, \'.1 I"!!' !llP .'('(JII[)ITlI( W('dl1ll ()I ow [ldIIOrl'; I'; qeneratcd ami where the majority of

1111 I 'illll.llll)llliV"'; fl"VJ '!1',1(1I1\, 101 (lill cll\t'~; ',!'oult! lIIc1wle (I{!rlsification and the provi~.i()n

I!! !'!IIi II'i)1 1>111)liI' 11;!ll"I'"lldlI01l "Y'.ll'illl; (EMP 7 .Ian 1995)

E :! llr hall ~JlI:.;tair\allility
i- .', Ii lilill! [)'f.'1ll1 'II\'; III ;lIlY Oil" of llle bal:le IH;et1s(lwaltll cam, acconunodatton or education)

il"dVliy dl'lh'llifcIII 011 IfllPiDVIIHj tlw i1cr:e~;I; lJf \Ill! poo,: to employment wiltl fair and

,1110''111111.' 1,'!:()IIlIH'II'.(' Not 10 rt'(,(J(lrll~;e !IllS lla'ilc fact IS to condemn many Third World

11\11", \1, <lll \111,,\.1\'1<' alld IJliCer1illl1 (1IIIu(; (D Dral<akls, ~)l1litll - 19t17)

J1)il!l C;lltllIIH'r l~3I1tt:.l1~;(~ue!ary ()[ ~;tall~ 1994) rdentifwcJ G il!(!<lS of <I holistic; apP'oadJ 10

\IlLilll (k~:\I.lll

Plw,wl "f 'Ill' 1i.1101p - !ill' v",jPI prcture

-~.~.--.._--------------~~-
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Perceptions of place - people don't view the world in bits but relate to the whole

Ending of zoninq - too much emphasis is placed on zoning rather than the promotion

of nuxed lise

Benefits of mixed use - our homes. workplaces, playing fields, etc, are part and parcel

of each other.

Urban desiqn debate - What is rigl't in one place will be totally unacceptable in

another

Design guides and site briefs - tao much information of the wrong kind Vvilich are too

detailed and inflexible.

Designing in the developing world is an organism with social, economic and physical

characteristics which generate structures both responsive and otherwise. (F Amos - 1995)

6.3 The Basic Framework

The b2~'~ .rarnework should address till' f0110wing (John Montgomery - 1995):

Mixture and diversity. Zoning issues should be put to one side in the interests of

creating deversity within the city. (In fact. zoning issues should be seen in terms of a

specit •..;and localised scenario. rather than in broad brush principle).

Stimulation of vitality. Not only should there be mixed use, but Ihe reintroduction of

vitality and :ife 10 \1'0 city should be paramount. (Regardless of existing and outdated

planning).

800'iting of loca! business, be it f')rmal or inforn a', or a combination of the two.

Investing in cultural activities - people attractions.

Reclairninq the public realm

Creating spaces for people

flNT:;;:tOe.. 1=\e~\ \.P~ - P-:>DT IS Tni..s L.-OC.IIJt-\SM <.?

6.4 Neighbourhood And cornrnunlty

6.4.1 Public Spuce

Many oi the urban parks and squares that exist today do nut function properly because they

,fJ(~n!desiqned for a diHerent agll. population or culture. OUf public spaces should meet the

current demands of today. If illegal space invasion is an immediate issue, this should be

addressed in a "'lay which allows short term accommodation. but long term controi. Design

the space to allow for tile immediate issues - but tile design must be sufficiently flexible to ,dt,;~l--c:.;1"".,_

-~

6.3.1 This trarr, ..Jrkcan be formalised into a strategy for:

I) Tile Public space

Ii) The Public Realm - or structure conlaining public space

iii) Public Transportation

ivj Employment - the town centre

('5



ad(li lOSS IIw prohlem of squallinn and hawkers wllloul allowng it to become permanent, e.q.

~;flOlt tenn access

G ·12 Tlw Putillc r~eall1l

MOllllll1enls, ciVIC builclings <1I](J public bUildin[Js. These huildinqs are structured as part of the

public space. but also part of the capital web. The location of public buildings from schools to

novernrnent lJuildinus is crucial as part of access to tile city.

Tlw public library - servmq an immediate function today as a place of study, must be like ali

pl.[Jlic huildinqs. sufficiently flexible 10 adapt once the current need has been addressed at a

different level, and the situation normalised.

Public buildinqs must be strategically placed wtllin walking distance and public transport, and

'!,11l by their nature attract people and consequently commercial activity.

() ·13 PUlllicTr-insportation

One 01 tile major forms or access to the cily is public transportation and consequently it is a

major ~,trllctllrin(1 element. \l\Illere one form of public transport ends - and another begins, is

<l point of t)!Ierqy transfer and potential commercial development.

Tile plItJlic transportation system espec('lily in deve1r,ping countries, gives access not only to

voiUrk opporturuues. but to Ietsure and access to public facilities. The movement system

should be integral to tlw public realm and consolidate tile access into - and out of - ihe city.

Pub!IC !rlilspDrtation (and in the case of South Africa - the taxis), are the only form of gaining

access. Tnese public routes are therefore critical in the location of strategcic elements of the

city. Tile colonial or 'old' city is based on a combination of public and private transport. Tile

new city is reliant on public transport. Tile retocation of business in Gauteng to the North is a

prime example of a total disinterest as to how p 3 "get to work", and where best to locate

major f<lC:!i!ies. Mosl of the major retail centres in South Africa are not located close 10 all

modes ()7public transport.

Transportation is therefore one of the crucial issues in access to the fragmented elements ot

tile city

[) Ij ,1 ''"Iw T()v\~l CCIltre/Emp10ynwnt

The t,lVII'll 01 city centre should provide a focus for retail development \I.here competing

businesses are near enouqh to benefit from competition. Tiley should attract local residents,

~~
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5i]r)ppel~; ami visitors and create an economy of life, culture and entertainment. as well as

employment opportunities.

Employment, and sustained employment, v,i11 structure the city. The informal sector is totally

based on available 'markets'. Where there is employment and consequently money - there

will be a market.

Access systems of the city must be located in close proximity to the employment zones.

These access systems must not only relate to where people are employed, or find

emplovrnent - but must be based on the wny in whic!) the family works. The urban poor are

likely to have a very mud) more limited or confined experience of the city than the rich, IMm

are not necessarily limited by public transport or foot. It is lrnpo.tant therefore, to locate Ihe

neighbourhood elements along the transportation corridors - schools, clinics, shopping and

other civic requirements should be anchored by public transport.

64.5 Neiqhbourhood and Community

Consolidated planninq involves re-establishinq the art of place making piece by piece.

N(!ighbourhoocls are part of a regional continuum. Clear connections to tile region, between

the netqhbourhoods and vvilhin communities are essential. Clarifving the structure of

neighbourhoods vvithin the citv and identifying their critical links - social, cultural, civic,

economic and physical - to tile region are fundamental steps in a consolidated process.

(Peter Calthorpe - 1995)

TJ lemon

TI)e residential component is tile baSIC sustaining element of a city and preventing si:1gle use

and consequentlal lack of economic activity.

6.5 The Fragmented Johannesburg - Conclusion

Public space in Johannesburg is either totally inappropriate for the use being made of if - or

under threat. Tile public realm is isolating the very people Vv110 should, and wish, to patronise

the facilities. The public realm closes at 16h30 - the very time most of the people who could,

and wish to make use of its Iacilities, are available. The public transport is totally subsidised

by private taxis, and (public transport) is regarded as being 100 expensive to extenr' (ully to

lhe north, thereby theoretically limi:ing business growtb - or in reality adding major

transportation costs to tile low income groups. Employmenl - IMlicll should be developed

along the major public transportation routes - has moved out of the city to the north ignoring

tllP. major existing residential components, whiCh are primarily based to Ihe east and west of

II!!' city.

/ -:.i·(.._] ,



Access 10 till! cily - ilnd COflSPf{!len!ly 10 tlre economy " cal, onlv be achieved through a

holistic and managed approach Tile transportation routes into and out of Johannesburg need

to tie mteqrated and developed ~,1tll fluxed use and especiallyhousinq. Educauon and health

care need to be consolidated along and Into these corridors, WillI the changed role of the

woma.. in the family and workplace. it has become more critical that the stratcqlc elements

creche, school. health care, shops and work be located either \vilhin easy walking distance -

or on plIfJllC transport routes.

The urban sprawl needs to be restricteu - not only in terms of HIe urban poor - but in terms of

quality of life, In the glohal city one is in touch with the entire world via electronic media - or

equally by vvalklfl[J throuqh H1estreet to your parking place, and meeting wth people,

Dl'si!JII nu.st hr- proactive It 1l11lStIle robust enough 10 allow for many different opportunities

;111<1 aLlrvl!ws !o occur wi ti lOU! tlPip(j totally prescriptive and attempting to pre-empt all

pnsstblr: lISt!S. Ille sc,lles of interventron am subtle, but III order to desiqn in the Third World,

0I1(! needs to ':ully desiqn' and then strip the design right down to its basics, 'Minirnalistic

design' requires the lull exploration of scope and potential richness before stnpping, It is

necessary to go through a full and complex design process in order to arrive at a "simple"

solution, The complexity and diversity r:; a simple, clear solution is not arrived at directly -

but throu;)h exploration, Tile civic sr,' es that have developed in Europe and the East have

not evolved overnight - but rather thr, .;:11 centuries of change, The richness of these spaces

comes from their ability to adapt to cr,anging social situations - not through instant design, If

people invent a use for an urban space that has not been anticipated, we should be joyful -

not angry I The space should be robust enough 10 handle it.

Tile challenqe is to design urban spaces that address the short term problems such as

squatters, street hawkers and taxis, but that allow for ultimate growth into fully usable urban

spaces, If the squatters s'eep in the park, then the issue must be addressed. If those people

are treated wth respect and not feared, then short term solutions can be found that ~II create

a force of people wllo v,m become urban watch dogs,

"Don't lock the gates of the city parks at night - and close all the WC's - address the problem",

Time Ma9<1ZIne (11/93) has ihe follol/lAno to say - "tile cities obviously need more motley III

lIlilny coiuunos tile Ileip IIlat unien 8teaS receive from tile national government hes dwindlecl

stei/(h1y MOnJover, (Illring tile past aecnce. foreign ai<f shifted more and more to rural

orobtom«, even as people movec! to tile city. Now. with urban areas proeiucing half tile

worMs incotno. end governments nervous about rest of umsn population, agencies such as

IIw Worle!Bani, neve begun to focus more Oil cities once again",



In South Africa and Johannesburg specifically, while there is a recognition that the rural areas

require major aid, both economically and educationally, there must also be a recognition of

the economic aid required in the cities themselves. The interrelationship between the city,

suburb and rural area is totally intertwined. The fragmentation that has occurred vvithin the

dcnso urban mens I:';all Issue that needs to 1maddrossed. II ISmy belief that lhe resolution

01 the fragmentation within the cities, and the addressing of some of the major problems

witlun the cities, wi!! have a greater impact on fringe cily and Ute rural areas, rather than by

disslpaiing the energies and atlernptinq to do something in all areas simultaneously. II might

well be thai Johannesburg needs to Ill! consulorod in <l V()IY sinular WdY to London, (ami

indeed, many European Cities) dllring the Sncond World War. Tile cities were under siege,

hut the limited resources. (be lI~l)y economic. or manpower). were concentrated into areas

that would prove the most effective and efficient. Short term solutions were found to address

problems There was an awareness that after 'this madness' was over, long term solutions

would have to be found. The escalation of crime and disorder within the besieged Third

World city. the invasion of the public parks, and the general inability of local authorities to

perform, as well as the caution of government departments to do anything which might anger

the electorate, are short term issues. and must be addressed and considered as such. The

short term stopgap solution must take into consideration the ultimate long term goal.

.. MAKING THE CITY ONE. . ' ..

C
Temuisa

-;J

The uniqueness of Soulh Africa in terms of being a Third World country lies very much in its

similar characteristics to other Third World countries. but with the major difference of being a

colonial country that was rccolonlsed with a secondary political regime that 'lOW requires a

double set of redressinq. The baggage carried by post-colonial nations is bad enough, but the

baggage carried by a nation that has not only gone through post-colonialism, but has had a

superimposed legalised form of segregation enforced. is a country carrying incredible burden.

In a counlry \!"l1ereprecious minerals and human resources arc its most valuable assets, to

have the vast majority of the human resources lacking the necessary training, motivation or

education, is a tragedy. If one considers the limited resources of the country and the

extremely high levels of illiteracy and vocational training, it is not surprising that the crime

levels are where they are at the moment.

OAreas for densification and IOiill.
. including opportunities for job

creatIon and mixed-use
. development to improve safety
and security

i.D Areas for sennomlc development
. and opportunities for In!eOlalion

and Intensificationa InnerGi~y

C tanserla airport

Possible commuter lines
(planned)

- Pcssible goods lines
(planned)

- Proposed transport corridor

o Aroas that will enhance tha
environment of Greator
Joilannesburo and protect
natural resourcesoUrban fringe

o Economic corridor

FINANCIALM{\IL. OCTOBER 17 . 1997

The complexity and diversity of urban design required, needs to address the situation at all

levels. It needs to be robust enough to handle the immediate situation, (namely the

fragmentation and isolation of a large number of groups within the city fabric), but further

needs to be able to project itself into the future. and deal vvith the desires and aspirations of

the new generation of rainbow people corning through and into the system without having to

retrace steps.
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PART SEVEN "IN THE BEGINNING THERE WAS LIGHT"

7.1 Introduction

Of all the cities in South Africa, Johannesburg perhaps is the most unusual. It is a city that is

totally colonial in character, but unlike Cape ToVY11and Durban, does not have traditional

quarters for sections of the population, as traditionally, .rohamesburq has rebuilt itself every

20 years, and has a reputation for self-destruction and rebuilding. It is ::01011ialrather in terms

of its philosophy and attitude. Johannesburg is possibly unique in terms of being a Third

World city with first wortd infrastructure, as a result of I'M> sets of colonial masters. This has

now changed. The 'new' urbanisation has created a fear of the city which has resulted in a

flight to the northern suburbs, in search of a safer place to conduct business. This vacuum

created by the flight to the north has been filled by street vendors, taxis, and a massive urban

influx. Johannesburg has become the melting pot between the First and Third World city.

Increasing crime and fear for the safety of staff and personnel had led many organisations to

make a decision to relocate in the decentralised nodes towards the north without regard to

transportation. This has led to the creation of wastelands within the city, and the very

elements from Vvtlich the fleeing population has escaped, themselves relocating into these

nodes. Decentralised nodes such as Rosebank and Sandton, are now experiencing similar

problems as the central city, such as an influx of street children, hawkers, taxis, increased

crime and general invasion of public space.
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The CBD has however, been given a new, unexpected lease of life - retail has never been as

powerful and dominant as it is at the moment. Major retail groups are systematically moving

back into the city recognising that its major market, due to access via public transport, is

located within the city. Public transportation is the predominant means of the urban poor to

access. In this sense public transportation refers not only to buses, taxis or trains, but the

complete network of the entire system. In this respect, Johannesburg is unique in terms of its

transportation system. The rail network is primarily an east/west industrial network, rather

than a domestic network that links the suburban systems. In many ways, it is this rail

transportation system that connects Soweto and many of the other sat..;lites back into the city

that makes Johannesburg unique. The elite northern suburbs are connected to the city

primarily by bus, private taxi and private vehicle. It is precisely this factor that has

fragmented the northern suburbs from the CBD of Johannesburg. Both the urban poor and

rich have been systemmatically isolated. The public transport is seen as unreiiabie and

erratic by the 'northern suburbs' and unsalfe and expensive by the 'others',

Transportation plays an absolutely critical role in terms of the access to the city and to the

fringe city. If the majority of the people cannot afford private transportation, then their only

method of access to work (both formal and informal), is via public fransportatlon, and in

terms of public transportation, IS included the taxi, as it has filled in the gaps not provided for
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by public transportation, and has become for many, the only means of transportation to areas

outside the city.

If transportation nodes are the major access paints into the city, one would automatically

assume that these nodes would be strategically placed to give maximum access. The linics

between these transportation nodes would therefore, one would assume, be either of easy

vvalking distance, or strategically placed close to major sources of employment. What has

happened in the South African city is that transportation to the place of employment has

involved a fairly lengthy process, namely, a taxi to the train-station, a train into the city, and

then a bus or a taxi to the place of employment. Thls has resulted in an exceptionally high

pen'Jd of time spent travelling. The more and more that companies decentralise, the greater

anc arealer this problem becomes. The longer these distances become, the more

fregmented and dispersed the city itself becomes.

7.1.2 The Vision

By the consolidation and connectivity of the various transportation internodal connection

modes, the fragmented city, Vvithits existing infrastructure, has the opportunity of knitting the

new and old elements together again. Intermodality can become an activity path, or a spine,

that generates and reflects the cornplexrty, diversity. common culture, and spirit of the

emerging south African city. This activity path can be used to give access and meaning to

the city at a number of different levels, creating opportunities that allow the social, political

and economic fragmentation of the city to operate as a rich cultural vvi1ole,recognising the

diversity of the population in a single vision. The spine can further become a catalyst that

generates further opportunitles to unify the fragmented elements of the city.
Urban Op.Slqn ll:;~'~\lP54 f l'qHli 1~Y)

7.1.3 Consolidating the Vision

By encouraging development around nodes of transportation, be it rail, bus or taxi, one is

minimising the amount of time spent commuting between home and work. Johan, .esburq has

several different transportation nodes, each Vvith a unique and different character. To

dissipate the potential energies of each of these nodes, and attempt to either relocate or in

fact duplicate these nodes in so-called safe areas, is to dissipate the very energies that make

Johannesburg unique.

7.1.4 Genera! Principles

There are several principles that eme..ge from this situation.

• That the levels of current problems can become potential, and should become potential

opportuniti es.

1"2
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• That the fragmentation that has occurred can be overcome by a series of informal and

formal network of mutual aid and mutual self help.

• That the city itself must develop a data system (perceptual accessibility) that allow.;

people to understand the system that makes our city legible, a shared vision.

• There must be a level of understanding of the meaning of access, and how access vv{)rks

at a political. cultural and economic level.

• There must be a recognition of the plural activity, namely the combined resources of the

family gaining access to an economy that allows them to exist, that doesn't spfit the

family up into a series of fragmented elements.

The changing role of the woman must be recognised.

• It must be further recognised that the opportunities created in the entrepreneurial sector

must not only be encouraged, but must be understood that there is a limited section of

the population that will actually achieve employment within the formal sector,

G That the transportation system is the activity pass and spine along lNhich all capital web

elements should u!timately be located.

• Major development and consequently places of employment should be located alor,g

these activity spines.

There should be a further recognition, the following:

It is not the intention of this dissertation to design the street furniture and the intimate detail as

to how the individual elements work, but rather to address the spaces and the relationship of

the buildings to the spaces. It is rather to set up a series of guidelines as to how these spaces

wiU,in the study area should work and indicate clues and messages as to the potential usages

of these spaces.

This city has a number of different transportation nodes, each unique, and each serving a

different function. An analysis of these transportation nodes and how they interconnect and

relate to one another is absolutely crucial to the functioning of the city itself. How these

elements are related and put together is explored in the folloVvingset of diagrams.

7.2 Rejuvenation and Initiatives
Gordon Childe in his book "What Happened in History" says the following, "progress is real if

discontinuous. Tile upwarc,' curve resolves itself in a series of troughs and crests. But in

those domains tllat arc/leology as well as written history can survey, no troug/l ever declines

to tile low level of tile preceding one, eacll crest out-tops its last precursor".

'3
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That the CSC' of Johannesburg is in a trough of decline at this point of its history is not

det>:Aiable The question asked is fairly simple. Is this trend reversible, ~II'will the city simply

bur;l out like some vast star?

The section of :. tissertatlon seeks to explore the theory that the city has a new life and is

on the upward curve, but it is a reinterpreted city that i~ emerging,

A plan of Johannesburg and its suburbs in 1""'7 (Figure '1) (exactly 100 years ago), shows the

sotoruat Johannesburg very clec ·Iy. Its different locations, namely the Native location in

Braamfontein, the Kaffir location at Station Plain, the Coolie location to the north of

Fordsburg, and the CBD within the Randjesfontein boundaries. Even as long ago as 1897,

the city was clearly fragmented, and the railway lines, even then separating the CBD of

,.hllannesburg .rom Braamfontein. In contrast to this (Figure2), the Johannesburq of today

stili reflects the fragmentation, but a fragmentation Vvi1ere the various locations, through 40

YP;iifi of Nationalist rule have been systernmatically removed from the city, and dislocated to

townships surrounding the city. The major ;;ark systems, such as KnJgers Park - or Vvi1at

became known as Wanderers, Joubert Park, the Union Grounds, Marl<et Square and other

green pockets throughout the city ha beer, systemmatically stripped and eroded. The flight

from the CBD to the northern suburbs, has emptied a great number of buildings in the centre

of Johannesburg of uieir tenants, and even today there is talk of some prestloious buildings

being mothballed, and vast sections of the Carlton Centre being closed pow' Absentee

landlords have further led to the general c! cay of buildings within the CBD, leaving with

unpaid fates and taxes - and no concern for the state of their building3. Many of these

buil(lings have been abandoned. This situation has further exacerbated the plight of the local

authoriues. With a 'tradition' of non-payment of rates and taxes, this desertion reduces the

tax base even further.

In spite of this doom and gloom, there are a number of individual Initiatives that are current!y

oCGt'r,ing vvitllin the city (see Figur(3). These include:

• 'ie ~.IevAoWl Precir.;t, consisting of arts, culture and entertainment.

g Metre Melli - Vvi1ich is a transportation node situated to the immediate south of the Queen

Elizabeth Bridge, Park Station - which is a rnultl-mocat transportation node, consisiing of

bus, taxi and rail and a limited amount or retail.

The proposed new constitutional court located to the north of Johannesburg in

Braamfontein on the site of the old Fort.

Joubert Park - an initiative involving the upgrading and restoration of existing facilities.

The uPfJrading of ,Jack Mincer Square. immediately to thl' south of Joubert Park into a

transr.orauon node and taxi rank.
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The investment of ABSA of some R200m+ for an extension and consolidation of their

new headquarters, bringing them in line with Bank City (FNBJ and Standard Bank.

• The initiative by Anglo American, called the South East City Project, vvhich consists of

the revitalisation of the Carlton Centre, mixed use development, residential precinct, new

retail and commercial areas, small business and generally ar. environmental upgrading.

• The upgrading of Faraday Station into a multi-modal transportation node and a mixed-

use precinct.

Westgate station, to be similarly developed.

* And various housing initiatives to the West of the M1.

• Various casino applications

Within these lnitiativss are a series of street trading and pedestrianised routes, namely; Hoek

Street connecting F ark City to Jack Mincer Square, the pedsstrlanlsatlon of Eloff Street, Kerk

Street, President Street, Main Street and Commissioner Street. The importance of these

street trading opportunities are that fhey highlight the changing face of Johannesburg. The

city has once again become an important retail centre. The major ohaiastores have upgraded

and increased in size their facilities '''ilhin the CBD. Johannesburq's retail life is not limited

purely to the local population, but attracts people from all over the African continent. This

new retail life is especially evident on a Saturday morning when the city becomes a shopping

centre.

In spite of these initiatives, and the growing recognition that Johannesburg has become a

major retail centre, there is no single vision within the city, nor is there any co-ordination

between the various major initiatives that are occurring. There is further limited co-ordination

of the informal trading that is occurrinq, nor any real control.

The city has fragmented itself into very clearly defined zones on a social, economic, political

and lntrastructural basis. LB'1dinvasion, be it through informal trading, informal taxi ranks, or

actual informal housing is beginning to happen in pockets throughout the city. Certain street

corners have become prime crime spots vvhere spasmodic police activity merely reduces the

day to day incidents, but never eliminates the ollgoing problem. There is a very clear

demarcation of first world and third world within the city that divides the north east sector of

the city incorporating Park Station, Hillbrow, Bertrams. As one muves eastwards from Park

Station, the city becomes more crowded, more filled wth taxis and traders. The

Johannesburg Art Gallery has now become an island 'Mthin a sea of taxis and traders.

Johannesburg has become a series of islands, pockets of development that isolate

themselves from the city structure and are inward looking. Residential access tv the city is

limited, primarily to the Fordsburg area, as well as H!IIbrow, with a limited amount of
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residential around Park Station. Within the post-colonial fra;:Jmenled city of Johannesburq

there is one constant element. That constant element is public transportation.

Transportation, the arrival and departure points \i\~thinthe city are the one structl1ring element

that could tie the city together and should begin to give the cues and clues within the city as

to what the city is about and the dictionary as to the message system.

In Figures 5"and (', the main access points into the city are identified. What is of particular

note is that the capital web of the leo, -utanon system is concentrated primarily in the 501...1h-

east sector of the city, and little or no fa;:'1ities are provided outside this transportation box,

nor does it appear that expansion is planned. Some years ago the 'mass transport' studies

were commissioned, but other than ';opious transport reports being published, little has

transpired.

The city has an inherert open space system. but it is an implicit system, rather tnan explicit.

There is no legible system that connects and unites the various elements \'\ithin the system.

The open space system relies primarily on access via private transportation, rather than

public transportation. The system is not fully integrated as one of the layers of Johannesburg.

The residential components of this city, primarily Fordsburg and Hillbrow, another fragmented

layer of the city, is equally not connected into the system (Figure51!~)Where people work,

where they play, vlihere they amuse themselves are not connected in a coherent and logical

basis, or as a sertes of legible layers.

Johannesburg is made up of a series of transportation boxes, with some better defined and

served than others. Public transportation however, is better served on an east/west axis

rather than northlsouth. (Figure10). What the transportation boxes highlight ;,; the very

separate entities of the elements within Johannesburg. Namely; the academic island: the

medical island; the residential islands; the CBD itself; the satellit« industrial islands r:iid mixed

commercial use areas. The planning of Johannesburg has not been a coherent and

systemmatic series of layers, but has been a series of impositions and masterplan solutions

by services engineers that ignore the layers 'above and below. If the 'solution' requires major

demolition, then so be it!

The city grain has inevitably been affected by these impositions. And while reccpnisinq that

Johannesburg is a city founded on the discovery of gold, and that large tracts of land have

consequently been isolated and set apart from the city, this does not excuse the sterilisation

that has systemmatically occurred. If one looks at the implications of the 'l\NO basic

superimposed transportation systems. the freeway system and the rail system (Diagrams 12

and 13), the major gaps caused by these imposltionsin the city's figure grcund become very

apparent, large tracts of land have become sterilised and the undermining has further

complicated development of these areas.
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residential around Park Station. Within the post-co'onial fragmented city of Johannesburg

there is one constant element. That constant element is public transpor' 'ion.

Transportation. the arrival and departure points within the city are the one structuring element

that could tie the city together anci should begin to give the cues and clues within the city as

to V'Jhatthe city is about and the dictionary as to the message system.

In Figures 5" and (', the main access points into the city are identified. Wila, _ <)f particular

note is that the capital web of the transportation .tern is concentrated primarily in the south-

east sector of the city, and little or no faLii, .s 3:'S provided outside this transportation box.

nor does it appear that expansion is planned. sr-me years ago the 'mass transport' studies

were commissioned, but other than COPIOUS transport reports being published, little has

transpired,

The city has an inherent open space system, but it is an implicit system, rather than explicit.

There is no legible system that connects and unites the various elements vvitl1inthe system.

The open space system relies primarily on access via private trnnspcrtauon, rather than

pub!ic transportation. The system is not fully integrated as one of th") layers of Johannesburg.

The resldential components of this city, primarily Fordsburg and Hillbrow, another fragmented

layer of the city. is equally not connected into .ae system (Figure51!9)Where people oork,

lfv11en,they play, lfv11erethey amuse themselves are not connected in a cone r ent and logical

basis, or as a series of legible layers.

Johannesburg is made up of a series of transportation boxes, vvitll some better defined and

served than others. Public transportation however, is better served on an east/west axis

rather than north/south. (Figure10). What the transportation boxes highlight is the very

separate entltres of the elements vvithin Johannesburg. Namely; the academic island; the

medical island; the residential islands; the CBD itself; the satellite industrial islands and mixed

comrnerctat use areas. The planning of Johannesburg has not been a coherent and

systemmatic series of layers, but has beer! a series of impositions ard rnasterplan solutions

by services engineers til at ignore the layers 'above and below. If the 'solution' requires major

demolition, then so be it!

The city grain has inevitably been affected by these impositions. And v'ihile recognising that

Johannesburg is a city founded on the discovery of gold, and that large tracts of Innd hale

consequently been isolated and set apart from the city, this does not excuse tne sterilisation

that has systemmatically occurred. If one looks ell the implications of the too basic

superirnposeo transportation systems, the freeway system and the rall system (Diagrams 12

and 13), the major gaps caused by these imposilionsin the cily's figure ground become very

apparent. large tracts of land have become sterilised and the undermining has further

complicated development of these areas.
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Noise, air and environmental pollution adjacent to these facilities has further devalued the

land and development has become undesireable. The situation is no! Vvithout precedent

however, as this sterile land also creates an opportunity for large scale intervention because

of its consolidated size. It is not necessary to consolidate city blocks, but rather, like Standard

Bank, to use large sites already available. Barcelona using remarkably similar railway tracts,

used precisely the same scenario as a means of generating urban renewal. It seems tragic

that (Figures 12 and 13), two major potnts of access into the city are surrounded by sterile

urban wastelands. The message symbols and signals that are given by these areas, are

certainly not those of entry and departure from a vibrant and exciting city, nor do they give

any clues as to vvilat the city is about.

There are different means of transportation available vvilich give access to the city, namely

bus, plane. car. train or taxi. Arrival in Johannesburg is consolidated into five basic areas -

Faraday Station, Westgate, Market Square, Metro Mall and Park Station. None of these

intermodal arrival or departure points have any coherent message systems. There are little

or no clues as to vvilat the city is about, or vvilere you find employment, sornewnere to stay, or

the like. Nor do these transportation nodes offer the traveller a plethora of choices in terms of

accommodation and information. There is no clue as to the space that you need to orientate

yourself towards in order to understand and begin to comprehend the city (how do you find

the city square or any other civic space?). :f you are a foreign visitor, the problem is

exacerbated. Unless you are given verbal directions as to how to find your way around the

city, the city clues are garbled and confusing. There are no clear diagrams that indicate how

you use the transportation system of the city, (if indeed there is one). The cities of Europe

have developed a remarkably comprehensive set of diagrams that allow access to the city at

all levels and regardless of language, makes them "user friendly".

Johannesburg seems to lack the idea of a big city. All the elements of a major city are there;

the post offices; the civic spaces; civic centres; the banks; the commercial elements and the

shopping centres, but they all seem to operate at a different level and not connected. Each

layer of the city is comprehensive, but is not related necessarily to the other layers. It is as if

each layer has been designed by a separate group of designers, vdth no recogniticn or

cognisance of the previous layer or the layer (0 follow. (Figure16). Equally important, are a

series of inter-transportational nodes that are rnlsslnq. Nodes that connect to the residential,

educational, medical, mining areas, and places of tourism.
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The transportation nodes have the ability to be the structuring elements for the city, as wall as

the elements that begin to inform in terms of the city messages, cues and clues as to what

happens in the city. At present there is a tenuous lini< between these transportation nodes.

They are totally fragmented one from the other. While there has been a recognition that the
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enerm' that is generated by connecting these nodes can be harnessed, this has tended to be

on a small and isolated basis, rather than considering the system as an integrated INhole.

If the planning of the cit' and the structuring of its elements was based on these

transportation nodes and recognition given that these nodes are the access points to the city

for the majority of people, then iI'e potential and energy set up by this framework is

enormous, and the potential exists to connect the city's initiatives into a coherent whole.

Each one of these transportation nodes has a unique character. Park Station, wilt!e being a

destination point is equally a thoroughfare. Both Faraday and Westgate however, are

destinations being the end points of the rail system and points at Vvtlichyou change to an

alternative mode of transportation.

Westgate is particularly fascinating. it is not only a destination node in terms of the train, it is

one of the main access points to the ~ity from Soweto. While it does not have the same

passenger fI }ws as Park Station, it is a nodal point that has possibly the most potential and

capacity for growth. Its location in the south/west comer of the city, close to the ireeways and

intersection of all the freeways, close to the main bus and taxi route into the city, makes it a

node of considerable importance. Westgate station has the ability to become one of the

major anchors withln the structure of Johannesburg.

Transportation and the concentration of major people movement, creates an opportonity,

With the lack of public transportation that ~xists l'1roughout this country, the existing nodes

should be exploited. These nodes are capable of not only bringing goods into the city, but

similarly, transporting those goods to a close proximity to the homes of people Vvtlohave

bought those goods.

The reason I have selected Westgate as a study area, is therefore because of its importance

vvithin the transportation system, its connection to Soweto, and its major undeveloped

potential development opportunities. In the n,N.J South Africa, given the limited financial

resources available, it is not isolated projects that are goir,g to regenerate the city. but a

logical and coherent layering system, that starts Vvithtransportation. The paths and routes that

connect these nodes equally offer and create opportunities to set up systems at a macro level

that connect major elements, and allow the the spiderweb and fi,1er grained intervention to

happen in between. Westgate is not only an arrival destination point, it is also, in terms of

the transportation system and the access system of the city, a beginning point of the city.

7.3 Site Specific -Westgate Station
Westgate Station is located strategically at the point \I\..nerethe M1 freeway developes its

spaghetti like integration Vviththe other main arterials that feed and connect the city to other

major centres. It is also the major connector between the south, Soweto and the city itself. It
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is an area that is surrounded by wastelands of mining land, which themselves are in tile

process of redevelopment. Historically, this was also one of the sites for a so-called native

compound. Being the end of the railway line, it is also 'OJ point of consolidation of taxi and bus

interchange. The City Health Department is located in .nls area. The scale of the buildings

within this area is governed by the soil conditions and cost of land.

There is a major movement of people through this site (Fignre 24), primarily in the morning in

a northerly direction, and in the evening back towards the precinct itself. This activity takes

place between 6.30 and 7.30 in the morning, and culminates in the evening at between 4.30

and 5.30. During the day there is a slow but steady trickle of people using the facility. The

people arriving at Westgate Station, either proceed into the city by foot or transfer to bus and

taxi. and in the evening the situation is reversed. The area is currently hostile, and not

geared toward an easy flow of pedestrians and interchange, with major traffic/pedestrian

conflict areas cccurring all around the site.

The area is characterised (Figure 25) by an exceptionally hard edge to the east, open but

protected space towards the west, the freeway system towards tne south vvith its problems 'Jf

air and sounn pollution, and difficult penetrations and ease of access into the city itself.

There is currently a conflict of movement between the bus and taxi zones, and many visual

barriers prevent this space frcm becoming a people space. The area " also a gateway to the

cily both through Bezuidenhout Street as well as West Street. but neither of these gateways

or exits are recognised or celebrated in any form. The station itself being a qatewav nresents

no clues or cues as to its strategic position.

Tne land ownership in this area is extremely complex (Figure 26), vvith land being owned by

South Arrican Rail Commuter Corporation, Rand Mines Properties, Johannesburg City

Council, private land as well as a church trust. The church is situated on the northernmost

boundary of the site, and has little or no protection, privacy or enclosure. There is little or no

control of informal trading - with hawkers stands being set up on an ad hoc basis throughout

the site, arid there is further evidence of land invasion beginning to occur in this area further

adding to the degradation and down-run atmosphere of this area. There is little evidence of

either maintenance or a cleansing programme. It is little wonder therefore that people feel

little or nothing for this particular space. In terms of the topography of lhe area being at a

slightly higher point of Johannesburg, many of the roads running north/south culminate

visually at this point. The current problem being that the culminations of these particular

routes are not articulated. It is a portion of the city that has been left entirely to its own

means, There has been further a remarkable short sightedness in terms of the planning

around this site. The servitudes thai have been registered over Rand Mines Properties land,

in terms of a bus ond taxi route in and out of the city, have been done on an economy of

scale. rather than best addressing the needs of the city, the transportation node and the site
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spr ;fic. The servitude appears to have been registered in terms of having the least impact

or. Rand Mil,,,,,,,Properti~s land, as opposed to what is best for this particular site. This has

created :lnumber of restrictions, problems in terms of a facility which is geared towards mass

traneportatlon,

What further complicates the issue (Ficure 2")1, is the tact .,18t all of this land is undermined.

The Implications of this is that all the land to the south of Anderson Street is severely

compromised. The land between Anderson and the Church is limited to 2 storeys, thereafter

for a rJistance of 30 metres it is limited to 1 storey, 30 - 60 metres, limited to 2 storeys, 60 - 90

metres limited to 2 storeys Vvithone basement, and this restriction is held until 240 metres

where there are no building limitations. Further major limiting factor is the current restriction

of residential components Vvithin these areas. The implications of these major mining

restrictions are to severely limit til': potential land value and development rights Vvi~hinthese

sites. This also has the effect of giving the laml a RO value. While these lirnltatlons are

severe, they should also be seen as potential opportunities in terms of unlocking lana for

opportuniiies other than strictly commercial. (1=15IJre~o)
Righi: Sutherland

There is an opportunity to create a land bank that allows all the owners c.f the land to pool

their land in exchange tor land held by the government or local authority in other strategic

locations. This anows for the ueveloprnent of a concept of developing what is necessary on

land, ruther than what is needed to be developed in terms of reallslng perceiveclland values.
(~'91Jr"e. 31)

Avenue. Proposals

which include

roao tables at

Junctions,
There is a new type of city emergi'lg; a city that is about vitality; a city about trading; and

more Importantly, a city that is about access into the formal a-d informal economy. However

access to the formal economy is severely restricted which has resulted in more and more

informal economic activity. It is logical that the centres oi these informal actlvlties locate

themselves at the transportcucr, nodes located through the city. The problemrnatic scenario

is that transportation nodes are by their very nature geared towards commuters, and the

periods in Which commuters use these facilities. Retail opportunities are therefore limited, for

arqurnent's sake, in the morning to the provision of buying something for breakfast and/or

lunch, and in the evening - buylng something for the entire family fUi supper. This trend

changes sli3htly over the weekend, when these nodes become a place for buying something

slightly more substantial - like fridges, stoves, furniture and the like. The question that needs

to be answered is in terms of making thece spaces sustainable - what happens between these

peak hours? (.\=\9\J1'{:. 62)

extended

pavements a.t

pedestrian

crossing polnts

Hnd tree planting

~oemphasise the

rastdcntlal

e ,aractcr lor this

main axis acrons

Littlo Venice.

A new type of activity needs to be identified. An activity that bases itself on transportation,

which allows for both the formal and informal trader to co-exist on a mutually beneficial basis.

This infill-trading must equally attract people from the surroundiJiiJareas, and in itself become

a tourist attraction. The public open space system (Figure3?), therefore becomes a series of
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different spaces - spaces orientated towards the commuter wtlo is intent either in getting to

work or directly to home, the person living in the irnmedlsre area 'Nishing to either buy lunch

or simply wander around in an interesting atmosphere, or thirdly, to the tourist 'Nishing to see

v\11atthe language and spirit of the city is all about. One of the major problems with public

open space in South Africa, and Johannesburg in particular, has tended to be ownership.

Somebody needs to take ownership and control of the public spaces. If one looks at Venice,

at the spaces created by the dages, there was a remarkable system. The public spaces or in

lflOse terms, private spaces, hacJtheir champions, their churches, the public squares, but you

we're only permitted in the area under the benevolent eye of the landlordr. While these

spaces contributed to the social standing of the regal owner, they nevertheless, became an

important part of the tapestry of tile city, vmich not only gave access - but also by the

sponsorship of these benevolent dictators - gave safety.

If therefore the notions of land ownership are set aside, and the principle of design is allowed

to run its course in terms of vvhat is good for the particular node, then a number of issues

emerge (Flgure33), namely that in order to free up the design, the servitude registered over

the em,.", Mines land is inappropriate, and should in fact be opened up to reduce the

restrictions. and consequently free up more land for the provision of bus and taxi ranks. By

placing the bus and taxi ranks on either side of the site to the east and to the west, one

creates more public space, that is then available for use by both the formal and informal

sectors. If the land owners choose not to come to the party, the result is not only severely

restricted development, but a remarkably short sighted vision in terms of the unlocking of the

land both to the east and to the west Given the nature of the mining Iaud to the east of the

development, it is only possible to develop 2 storeyed buildings on this land. While this land

has exceptionally hiqh v'slbility, and its location in terms of its position within the city is

excellent. the costs of developing anything higher than 2 storeys would be prohibitive. It

would make sense therefore. that the land swap be considered. This land S\NOpwould further

be 1118 key that would unlock the open space located within the clover leaves of the Mi, and

allow for some form of access to open space that is currently not accessible.

(Diagrams 36 to 40), explore the potentials unlocked by the freeing up of land boundaries. By

the creaticn of logical transportation nodes, unrestricted by land ownership, one is able to

create a series of spaces that relate specifically to each of these specific transportation

facilities. One is able to create a series of precincts til at have different functions. The

Cllurcll is able to gain its festival, a sense of enclosure and a sense of place. While tile

pedestrian routes, both into and out of town, are able to be reinforced. The closure of Ridout

Street to tile north of the site. enables the informal trading to extend beyond the parameters

of the site. It is important 'llat the site not be seen in total isolation to the rest of the city, but

rather be seen as a mechanism that atlows the site to reach out to the city and create the

necessary connections that link this transportation node 'Nithin the system of other

1\'2.,I
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transportation nodes. What is equally Important are the functiulls :r.at occur ""ithin this

precinct. Ii is not only necessary to previae for informal trading, but for the formal, giVfm its

proximity to easy means of transportation. The residential component is equally critical. and

should be provided in close proximity to the station i~self. As this is the direct connection

between peoples point of residence and plac= of work, daycare and educational facilities

should be provided V'Jithinthe irnr-edlate precinct.

Access to ,he city should be provided for at a number of different levels. There should be

access to the public spaces - not only in terms of the local traders, but also in terms of the

fcreign traders flocking to our cities. If Johannesburg is to be a truly international partner, it

should not only give access at the formal level to its foreign traders, but also at the informal

level. The trading pattem of the area should be orientated not only to providing immediate

services 10 the commuters, but given the proximity of transportation should be recognised as

a method of not only transporting goods into an area, but equally transporting out. What is

meant by the above is that the rail~vay system linked as closely as it is to the vehicular

transportation system, should be seen as a means of access for traders importing goods into

the city. We need to recognise that access into the cily is not only about gb!ling into the city

itself. but equally getting out of the city with your purchases in a comfortable manner.

The joumey into the city on a Saturday moming used to be a pleasurable occurrence. It used

to be the opportunity for the entire family to dress LIPin their finery and to visit the city's retall

outlets and spend their money in a cautious, careful and selective manner. This element

seems to have returned to the city, admittedly in a slightly different way. There is an

opportunity however to use the intermodal transportation links as destination points. What

this entails is the recognition of !he different types and users of Ihe facility. As has been

previously mentioned, during the week you have the commuter who is hell bent on either

getting to or from work During the periods between the rush hour there is an opportunity to

change the focus of this retail. The argument that given the access to rail, and the proximity

to City Deep and the market areas, this would become an idea! expansion for a fresh market

trade. Allied to this market trade is the potential of the office areas in the immediate

proximity to become an area of local interest. This would imply markets not only geared

towards for example like the Kruis Street markets where you can purchase your lunch and/or

supper, but also markets which started orientating themselves around textiles, clothing and

furniture. Given the potential for informal trading, the formal trading areas should be

designated - but developed as very much of a long term scenario that closely follo1;\'$and

supplements the informal traders. Informal trading within the city has always been an

indication as to Vvilere the true retail market is. Informal trading has not followed the formal

trading trends, but rather the other vray round. There is an opportunity to create a market

place that is truly representative of the differing needs of the diverse population of South

Africa.
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The precedent for uslno public spaces in a different way is not a new one. Hong I<:ong,the

centre of the textile industry in the East, has (ong used its public spaces for different markets

at different times. Indeed certain streets v,ilhin the city are closed to traffic in the evening,

and become vibrant and exciting markets that operate from early evening unlil the early hours

of the morninq, These are then packed away, and the streets retum to the ownership of the

public realm and become willed v..ith cars, having served their night time purpose.

Johannesburq has the ability to become precisely this sort of market, operating during the day

as one type of element. and for example at night, becoming another and/or over the

weekends becoming that exciting retail experience that many of us experienced as children.

By becoming all of these different animals, and offering the additional bonuses such as

medical care, day care, education and residential, this precinct has the ability to become

vibrant, and truly representative precinct, and truly a market place vvithinsouthern Africa.

If this is to be achieved, then a series of fine level layers need to be put in place. These

layers need to address the broad framework as described previously as well as tto begin to

address the basic fundamentals required in order to give this area the robust character and

starting point that it \\11lrequire. There is a temptation to over-design and to design for all

possible eventualities, but in fact, what should happen is that the spaces should evolve over

time and the framework should allow for all potential eventualities to occur. South Africa is in

a situation where it is in the euphoria of post-colonial freedom. The dynamics of this

particular situation vvill tend to be relatlvely short-lived. The framework must be robust

enough to cope vvithSouth Africa not only into the new rnlllenlurn, but South Africa taking up

its rightful position as the leader of the rest of Africa, if this is indeed the position that South

Africa, and Gauteng in particular, wishes to take.

7.4. A Touch of Reality

Perhaps at this point one should return to basics. Given the existing financial restraints, and

attempts to maximising the financial return and limited resources, vvnatwe should be dOing is

to rnaxlmise the intervention, maximise the benefit, for the least possible financial

commitment. Our priorities should be remarkably :::1ear, and should be based on giving

access to the city at a remarkably basic level. The assumption is based on the theory that

with the passing of time, the richness and consolidation of tile various spaces vvill follow. This

assumption is only valid if the necessary framework is in place. This transportation node has

the potential to become one of the catalysts vvithin the city that begin to extend towards the

other transportation nodes, and thus create corridors for activities that become the spiderweb

that link the city together, not only in a single directional means, but become the anchors in

Vvhichthe web latches onto and allows for the finer grain infill to happen in between. The area

currently operates on a number of different levels. It operates on a commuter based rail

orientated level, and on the next level, you have the bus and taxi commuter ranks. The

12.:+



There is a remarkably good precedent for this in Thoyouandou 'n Venda, Vvtlerethere is a

totally open shopping centre, IAtlich has as its anchors not only the traditional tenants, but

transportation. The wde avenues that connect these various majors, make space not only for

pedestrian movement, but for the informal sector adjacent to the formal trading sector. What

this creates is a hierarchy of ordered space, Vvtlichallows for both the formal and informal to

not only trade adjacent to one another, but in fact, encourages competition. The intention

therefore of the utilisation of the open space wthin this area is to create sector where ordered

and organised informal trading can occur, as well as providing for the formal trader wthout

impediment to the flows of commuters.

consolidation of the various transportation nodes into distinct precincts, very much like the

zoning of a shopping centre, is absolutely crucial - wth ure station as the anchor, bounded to

the east and west by the taxi and bus ranks. The informal trading then becomes the filter

through Vvtlich people move and serves as an immediate convenience shopping level. This

informal trading acts as an element that closes the public open spaces, closes in the sense of

defining father than obscuring. Within these areas public facilities such as toilets, security

kiosks, information kiosks and general control of the informal trading would occur. The

second level to this layer would be the introduction of the formal trading. This formal trading

would add a solid edge and anchor and enclose the public spaces.

The informal open spaces would operate in many ways Similarly to the Greenmarket Square

in Cape Town, lfIAiichoperates on a first come, first serve basis, and provided you can pay a

small deposit for your space, you are able to trade for the entire day. While the payment is

nominal, and is made to the managers of the area vvhich goes towards offsetting the

maintenance costs, it has the added advantage of introducing an element Vvtlichused to be

called the Park Warden. and as such takes the element of free-for-all out of the situation.

Like the conductors on a bus or train. it is only through this local control and personal

intervention that a sense of pride wll develop in a precinct. It is therefore important that each

of !hr ,'Iements within this precinct have its own conductor or park warden that is responsible

for the area, and is equally answerable for it. By dividing the precinct into manageable

smaller precincts, and giving localised control over those precincts, the benevolent

dictatorship that wI! ;nE:vitablyoccur should be to the common good.

By defining both these domains and areas of responsibility and limiting them in size, the task

becomes manageable. Different elements of the infrastructure from the informal trading to

the formal trading, to the transportation elements, can therefore be handled wtll different

levels of expertise.
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South Africa boasts vigorous collage industries alongside its more obvious hi-tech corporate

enterprises. This duality is even more evident v>ithin the Ci3D of Johannesburg. There is

enormous potential to develop both industries simultaneously. In his book 'Global Paradox',

John Naibitt argues that the demand for increased flexibility and quickness of response is

compelling large firms to dcwnslza in order to compete effectively in a diversified global

market. Small firms by contrast are finding that affordable information technology is in

flexible tools of production are grl~a!ly increasing their range of operations, creating hitherto

undreamed of access to new markets in the process creating unexpected competition for the

established multi-nationals. The bigler the world economy, the more powerful its smaller

players.

Both Malaysia and Singapore are rapidly r.loving towards a new vision. Vision that portrays a

21st century of sustcinable urban development based mainly on energy efficient.

decentrallsed and pedestrian orientated uman sub-centres connected to the main clty by

mass rapid trarsport systems. This underlies the fact that increasingly the transportation

nodes are the key to unlocking, no: :mly access to the city, but the connectivity between the

city and its hinterland.

7.5 Conclusions

In order to extend their markets into new areas, multi-national corporations are finding it

increasingly necessary to adapt themselves to the particular demands of local consumers.

Vvtlich means bending their activities and production lines to suit local cultures as ~11 as other

regional factors. In meeting these new demands, the shape of the rnulti-natlonal corporations

is rapidly changing from a centralised institution to the corporate headquarter in the north to a

more flexible confederation of smaller and serni-autonymous units, better able to respond to

local conditions. Architectural Review; (P.6f9 - Sept. 1994). South Africa is emerging from a

period of double, if not treble colonialisation. For it to be vis1lhng the global market at this

stage of its development is ambitious to say the least.
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PARTS EPILOGUE

Tile intent of this dissertation If\IClS to explore the different types of fragmentation that have occurred,

not only vvithin Third World cities, but in Johannesburg specifically, and through a comparative

analysis, apply these lessons to Johannesburg. What has been learnt through this journey of

exploration is that U16 one element thai appears to lie the entire scenario together, is the element of

transportation. As much as developers and so-called lower property prices on the periphery of the

city attract office park development, it is the method in Vvt1ichpeople get to work, service buildings

ami live, that ultimately dictates wnere major commercial activity vvilliocate itself. While elements of

the fragmented city have relocated themselves to the suburbs, namely the informal trading and the

vagrants, it has primarily been a case of follovving wnere the trade is going. For the majority of the

population however, the corridors of transportation remain the easiest pomts of access. The available

infrastructure in most Third World cities, and certainly vvithin the South African scenario, are located

along and vvithin these transportation corridors. As Balbo says in his conciuding remarks; ".....if

spatial fragmentation is one way of achieving greater equity, we need to be very careful in fostering

solutions Vvflicll aim at making the city more integrated, homogeneous, legal. Similar objectives

might become consistent vvith the conditions of the industrial (post-colonial) city, but contradictory to

the ways of the functioning of the city in those developing countries, Vvt1ichso fa, have been able,

among many difficulties, but vvith unexpected flexibility, to accommodate (for better or for worse) an

absolutely astonishing number of people".

Extremely rapid urbanisation, unstable or under pressure urban economies, and an ill-designed and

ill-managed state role, are characteristics that have resulted in the fragmentation of the Third World

cities, and indeed, some First World cities. Attempts to address this fragmentation and specifically

tile informal settlements within the city have generally not been successful. Attempts to apply First

World m<1sterplanningin these scenarios aimed at a static finished product, do not take cognisance of

tile dynamics and changing values 01 these communities. However, there is an opportunity to

harness the unique character of the city and create an energy that could begin to address the stitching

together of the fragmented elements.

As Marcel Balbo says "..... to be effective, urban management and planning need to understand the

retationship between the functioning of the urban economy and society, and the spatial fragmentation

of the city, Vvt10sesegregative efforts should be compared vvith its possible distributive ones".

Johannesburq is a unique city. It is a First/Third Wortd city that is experiencing precisely this

fragmentation. Major urbanisation has resulted in different infmstructural levels, dislocated

communities Vvt1ichhave exacerbated by years of apartheid and a general lack of resource. Access

10 the tradntonal urban economy has been denied, and as a result a large and formal market has

developed.
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The lessons that have been learnt along this journey, have been the lessons of not oniy

accommodating the extreme influx of people into 'he city, but more importantly, the totally ingenious

way in which these people have resorted to securing an Income. (Both legally and illegally). But

perhaps the most important lesson that has been learnt on this journey is just how important

transportation is, and more importantly, how many subsldiary industries exist as offshoots to this.

These industries exist on the very basic subsistence level of selling a single sweet to the guy selling

leather goods, '''latches, drugs and v.na!E'IIer. The transportation corridors have provided not only the

legal access to the city, and an attempt to adhere to the legal systems of the city, but it has also

provided an illegal access to the city in areas that state or local authority has lost control of.

The decentralised nodes that are occurring on the fringe of the city are systemmalically dissipating

the energies that are building up 'Mthin the city itself, An important lesson that I have learnt through

this joumey is that it i~ tnrouqh the consolidation of energy and attention that is resulting in greater

access. The more dispersed this energy, the less its impact. To a certain extent it is very similar to

that energy of a shopping centre with its critical mass of consolidating a large number of similar

traders in Similar areas. The greater your freedom of choice, the more likely you are to be drawn to

an area. By dissipating these energies outside the city itself, one is dissipating the ability and drawng

attraction or magnetism of the unitary elements. The greater the consolldatlon, the greater the

magnetism.

In the same terms, our mindset needs to change. Elements v.ilich we have regarded as being a

threat, should be regarded as an opportunity, and a means should be di<;covered of harnessing the

informal sector economy in the same way that the formal sector has been rationalised. B~'spreading

the economic net further and further, thl'! burden becomes less oppressive, and the ns -:;sary

requirements by the local authorities to find money for capital expenditure on basic elements are

funded from a broader section of the community.

It is estimated that an unacceptably high level of our population is illiterate, and if one accepts this

statement, then the message system of the city needs to relate at a remarkably basic level. However,

having said that, this does not preclude the city from becoming a remarkably rich place. It merely

reiterates the fact that there are a number of stages through Vvilich the city must progress before it

gets to the point where it can become a competing First World city. A city needs to address an of its

constituents, not only the wealthy, but the vas! majority of people who live, v\'urk and die \t,';thin the
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There has been a recent blitz - as announced in the newspapers - on the so-called reclaiming of

HiI!brow. This is almost a contradiction in terms, as HiIIbrow for many years has been one of the few

points of access into the city that has provided our fragmented population a place of haven. It might

not necessarily be a haven in First World city terms, and the overcrowding and resultant problems of

this overcrowding might not be ideal, but it has nevertheless provided basic facilities. To talk of

reclaiming this area, is not only arrogant, but is also missing the main point.
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city, The wealthy are capable of taking care of themselves. But for the vast majority, living from

hand \0 mouth is the order of the day.

The cycles of the city where one area falls into ciecay, 'M1i1eanother area rises, very much like the

Phoenix from the fire and is rejuvenated, is part of the life cycle of the city. While the rejuvenation is

important it is h0W8V,,'1 the cycles of decay V'A1ichare precisely the areas that give easy access to ,he

city, In the same terms, both are interdependent on one another. The cycle requires that there is an

uprise in one area for there to be a decline in another,

As Batt'o says, "Especial fragmentation is one way of achieving greater equity, we neer' to be very

careful in fostering solutions V'A1ichaim at making the clty more integrated, homogeneous, legal".

Similar objectives might be constituent with the conditions 01 the industrial and post-industrial cliy, but

contradictory to the way of the functioning of the city in those developing countries V'A1ichso far have

been able, among many difficulties, but with unexpected flexibility to accommodate for better or

worse an absolutely astonlshinq number of people. it is this method of accommodating people by

whatever means, that gives the richness and Vf:ricty to our cltles, The slums are JUS! as .mportant as

the affluent suburbs, as access needs to be given at all levels.

l~Z

The rights of the citizens need to be recognised at all levels - to those V'A1olive so-called leqally, to

the people who live on the periphery and the fringe.
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